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WORKING ALONG THE HUDSON
By HARRY MOORE.
CHAPT.l!:R. I.
A RACE.

"Uaptab1 Weatherby, 1 challenge you to a race!"
"AJ1, but it would not be gallant to beat a lady, Miss
Worthington, so it could not be a race."
"Come, now, captain, I am eager for a wild ride, and I
beg of you to temporarily forget that I am 'a lady and give
·
me a race."
"Do you really mean it?"
"Indeed I do!"
,..
"Very well._ then; to please. you 1 wil1 do this."
lt. ":'as a bright ~ternoon l~ October of the year 17 •6.
R1drng along a b.ighway leading no.r thward from New York
City ~oward the Harlem River were .a British captain and a
,
beautiful young woman of perhaps eighteen years.
The officer was Captain Weatherby, of the king's army; the
young Jady was Frances Worthington, daughter of Colonel
..
Worthington, of the king's army.
The two were out for a ho1-seback ride, and seemed to be
enjoying themselves, though they ]1ad been going at a, pace
tl~at _seemed slow to the young lady, who was of a ltvely,
Y1vactous temper.unent.
The British army at that time occupied New York City,
while a por~ion o'. the pa~riot army was at ~orth Castle,
another portion berng over m New J erse:, opposite the north
.
end of Manhattan Island.
Miss Worthin~to~. was mounted on a m~ttlcsome 13.teed,
who <;-hamped h.1s ~it an~ pranced along, evidently desirous
of gomg at a livelier gait.
His rider was also amdous to go faster, and now that the
captain had agreed to enter into a ?'ace. it was likely that the
animal wouJd soon get all the going tha~ he wanted.
No time was wasted in preliminaries.
Th~re was a Jong stretch ~f almost straight ro<µl which led,
:::eeromgly, to the "Harlem River.
, "Are you. ready, c!iptai~ ?" th~ young lady asked, eagerly,
lie1· eyes :farrly glowmg with excitement.
"Yes," replied the officer, his eyes on the girl's face, his
thoughts on something other than racing.
.
' "Very well One, two, thre&-go!"
· With the word "go" the maiden .gave her home a cut w•1th
1:,r riding-whip and lre was off like a shot.
· ' l'he captain w~ p:actically lelt at the post, S? to ~ea'k.
He ba~ b~n thinking m ore of the woman ~Jes1d h1m than
or i-.' tarting . m the race, and t~e _other amma_l was three
lengths ahead be:fo:re the capta~ t~oo.ght ?> dig the spurs
into his horse's 3ldes and urge hlm into acti011.
Then he fo1Uld that his animal was H ' match for that riddel! by his companion. for with every leap o! the young lady's
·
- was.. 1eft f a :rt.her m
'-'bred th e cap t a1n
··
1 ,rn.gnific.ent
tho:rou.g1L
the r~.
Tne gi:rl 1""a.'!i rirl wT!.}J rleli.gb.L
~he tamed be;- head an~ looik.1!\d ~cl:.
,, 00 c.omit'lg, captain?"" she cried. banl£1.:ing).:v, and
v A.Te
at!DlewW la:irrm;phan:ily 3li vrelL

The officer':; :;porting blood began to rise.
He did not like the idea of being beaten in a ra.ee by a
woman, and he answered promptly:
"Yes, I'm coming, Mii:;s Vvorthington; and don't feel hard
toward me if I beat you."
"Oh, T von't," and a musical laugh trailed back past the
.
.
.
· .
captain's ears.
He no1Y began belabormg lus horse 1nth wb.tp and spur,
and the animal was soon doing all there was in him.
He began to gain slightly on the horse ridden by the
maiden.
She looked back and noted this, but did not urge he1· horse
more; evidently she wishe~ to let the captain dr~\Y nearer,
with the intention of making the race more exc1tmg.
She pulled back on the reins and.forced lter horse to slacke11
_
.
liis speed a ,bit.
The spirited animal did not like this, and at once sho~ed
his disapproval by taking the bit in his mouth and runnmg
as fast as he liked.
'fhe yottng woman soon discovered t~iat the horse .was i~ot
under hel' control and she began pulling at the rems Wlth
all her might. N~t that she was afraid, but she did not like
the idea of the horse taking things in charge in this iashi?n.
She would get him under control again and then foi·ce h1111
to run his best.
But· this was easier to decide upon than to do.
She could not get the bit back into the horse's mou~h; he
had it safe outside his teeth, which wet·e clenched tightlj·,
and no amount of puJling by the girl had an.y «!'feet.
The captain was watching her, and had an mklmg o! what
was the trouble.
He knew the horse was an eA'tremely mettlesome one and a
hard animal to manage.
"He is running away with her!" he thought; "Jove, I must
save her!"
He urged bis horse onward d~sperate, but the animal he
bestrode was . a big char~er, built more for strength than
speed', and he could not gain on the flying steed ~ead. .
Indeed the distance between the two was rapidly bemg
widened '
Miss Worthington continued to pull on the reins and to
speak commandingl y 'to the horse, but without effect.
"Stop him!" the captain roared; "stop him, Miss Worthington!"
"I can't, captain!" the young lad y cailed back. "You ~ ill
have to catch UJl and stop hira."
"I can't!" the captain replied, in a terror-stricke.n yo.ice;
"this hone could never cat.ch tha.t one.~
..,.,,
"
. ..,,..
}V'hat ~ha,J1 I d? •
Stop him. Cant yoo hold hlm ·
"No nok.1" '-'- . ...... _
_..., D ,.. lea -"~ wh· •-·· .,,.,,11
"""-.:
a .... .., .,~
1' u.u.,
eep .uu.u m ~ r~u. oo •
L.treD
dol. for you,, -wonld be killed.
.
l 'i!.'Qrf.t.
The g-1rl ~ ·pallEJil a.nil tllggcd ai Lhc :reiD.s again 11Alii
CD'.oltl <W JJ91..b.iD.g.
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She then made a mistake. She yielded to her temper suddenly and struck the animal a sharp blow with her whip.
With a wild snort of anger the animal leaped forward into
the wildest kind of' a run.
He was running away in desperate earnest now.
The girl realized it, and for the first time her heart grew
faint with fear.
It was the first time she had ever been on a runaway
horse, and the feeling of utter helplessness that had hold
upon her was something entirely new and wholly unpleasant.
In her excitement she gave all her strength to the task
and pulled and tugged on the reins. She had hold more on
one side than the other, and the result was that the horse
was forced to leave the road.
There was some open ground at the point where the animal
left the road, but a quarter of a mile away was a high bluff,
which, as the captain knew, he having been there before, was
ulmost straight up and down, and the distance to the level
ground below was at least fifty feet.
And the maddened animal, frightened now, was dashing
straight toward the precipice.
"She is doomed!" the captain groaned. "Nothing can save
her now!"
CHAPTER II.
SAVED AT THE BRINK.

The officer used whip and spur on his horse, but to no
avail. The animal was already doing all he could.
On dashed the runaway horse, with the now thoroughly
frightened young woman pulling at the bridle-reins in an
ineffectual effort to stop the animal.
On, on! closer and closer the horse El.ashed.
He was soon within fifty yards of the precipice.
A few more leaps and he was only as many feet away
from the brink.
It seemed that the young woman's fate was sealed!
A few more leaps and over the precipice the horse would
go.
Miss Worthington decided that she would leap off.
It would mean death, probably, but it was certain death
if she went over the precipice with the horse.
But before she could put her idea into execution there
came an interruption.
.
A man le<iped out from among a little clump of trees not
thirty feet from the precipice and seized the runaivay horse
by the bridle-reins and swung the animal arouna, then it
went back upon its haunches.
The newcomer was a man of perhaps twenty-five years,
stalwart, handsqme, powerful.
He was dressed in the clothing such as was worn by the
ordinary settlers in those days.
The instant he brought the horse to a stop-which he did
almost on the brink of the precipice-he said to the girl:
"Dismount, miss. You are perfectly safe now."
Miss Wo1thington leaped down, and the instant her feet
touched the ground her fright disappeared as if by magic.
"Oh, sir, how can I ever thank you for saving my life!"
she cried 1 her voice vibrating with excitement.
"No thanks are necessary, miss, I assure you," was the
reply. "It is a great pleasure to me to know that I was able
to save you."
"Oh, but I do thank you, sir! You certainly saved me
from death, or from being crippled for life, and I shall never
forget what you have done for me."
"I assure you that it is I who should feel thankful," the
young man said gallantly. "It was indeed a privilege to be
permitted to render a service to one who is so-so--" he
stammered and broke down, flushing tel his ears, for he had
been on the point of saying something beautiful.
The young lady understood, however, and was not displeased. The fact was that the young man was exceedingly handsome, and she had taken an instantaneous liking
to him.
.
Just then the captain came riding up, and, leaping to the
ground, he ran to Miss Worthington and shook her hand
effusively.
·
"My dear Miss Worthington, you are saved!" he cried. "I
am so glad, so glad!"
"So am I," she replied. "Thanks to this gentleman, I have
escaped death or serious injury."
"Ah, yes, the fellow did well-yes, very well, indeed," the
officer said. "He shall be rewarded."

Then he drew several pieces of silver and gold from hi&.
pocket and tendered them ·to the young man, with the words:
"Here, my good fellow; here is something to reward you
for what you did for the young lady."
The young stranger's face flushed and his eyes flashed fire.
He looked the British officer straight in the eyes for a
few mom~nts, scorn and contempt shining in his own eyes,
and then he said, scathingly:
"I am not doing things like this for money, sir. And indeed, it is I who should reward somebody for the privilege
that has been given me of being of service to the young lady."
The captain flushed.
He recognized the scorn and contempt in the looks and
tones, and he grew angry.
"Humph! You are putting on airs, it seems to me, for a
common peasant!" he exclaimed.
•
"Captain Weatherby!" exclaimed the girl, reprovingly,
while her eyes flashed with anger at the same time.
"Don't mind him, miss," said the young man, quietly.
J "Nothing he can say would worry me, for I do not permit
little things to bother me."
This made the captain more angry than ever, and the young
lady's face relaxed into a smile. The fact was, that the
captain was a suitor for her hand, and she did not like him,
so she rather enjoyed seeing him get the worst of it in the
word passage with the young stranger.
The captain's hand dropped to the hilt of his sword.
"If you were anything other than a c.ommon peasant I
would teach you a· lesson!" he growled.
"Go ahead and teach me a lesson anyway," was the prompt
reply. "I am quite ready and willing to learn-from those
capable of teaching me."
The officer let go of the hilt of his sword, and, stepping
forward, attempted to give the stranger a cuff on the side
of the head with the fl.at of his hand.
Never did a man make a worse mistake.
The young man caught the captain's wrist, gave it a twist
that brought a cry of pain from its owner's lips, and then
he gave the officer a slap on the jaw that sent him reeling
away a distance of several yards.
The young lady gave utterance to a cry of dismay.
"Oh, sir, I am so sorry this has happened!" she exclaim~d;
"he will kill you!"
"Indeed I will!" roared the captain, drawing his sword and
starting toward the young man; "I'll split you from head
to waistband, you insolent scoundrel!"
But be did not come more than a couple of steps forward.
He stopped suddenly, as he found himself looking into the
muzzle of a pistol which had been quickly drawn by the
young man.
"You had better put the sword back in its scabbard, captain," the ybung man said, quietly; "you see, I have the best
of you."
"Why-how-you had better-not threaten an officer-of
--the kihg!" the captain stammered. "It means death for
you!"
"I have a right to protect myself."
"Yes, indeed!" cried Miss ·worthington. "And, captain
Weatherby, you are displeasing me greatly by acting in this
manner. After th'e young gentleman has risked his own life
to save mine, it is unkind to treat him in this way, I must
say."
"So you turn against me and take the part of this impudent peasant, Miss Worthington ? " the captain cried. "But,
ah yes-I see that he is quite handsome, and--"
"Captain Weatherby!"
The young woman'Sr voice was sharp and stern now, and
there were scorn and contempt in the tones.
The officer colored and then said, almost cringingly:
"I beg your pardon, Miss Worthington, but I-that is to
say, this fellow angered me so that I forgot myself. I beg
of you to forgive me!"
"I will do so, on condition that you do not say another
word, but leave the talking entirely to me."
Then the young lady turned to the young stra:ijger.
"Please tell me your name, sir," she said; "I wish to know
to whom I am indebted for the saving of my life."
"My name is Henry Reynolds, miss."
"And mine is Frances Worthington. I am the daughter
of Colonel Worthington, of the king's army."
Henry Reynolds lifted his hat and bow.ed gracefully, and
said:
"I am indeed pleased to make your acquaintance, Miss
Worthington."

•
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gave one look at the
"And I am pleased to know you, Mr. Reynolds. May I Worthington, as already told. He
British officer, and exclaimed:
ask, do you live near here?"
"Captain Weatherby!"
'.'.A mile be:yond the H~rlem River, Miss Worthington. "
"At your service, peasant Reynolds!" in a sneering voice.
On the mam road leadmg northward from the bridge?"
"You did not expect to see me so soon?"
.
"Yes, Miss Worthington. "
"I had not thought anything at all about you."
"Thank you; and now, if you should come to the city, be
"Ah, indeed?"
sure and call at headquarters . I will be glad to see you, and
"Yes, indeed."
would like to introduce you to papa, who would be glad to
Henry Reynolds was a shrewd young man. .He had been
see you and thank you for what you did for · me."
saw that the house was surrounded by a
· "I do not wish any thanks, Miss Worthington, but if I come using his eyes, andtroopers.
He understood that the captain
to the city at any time I shall call at headquarters , for I cordon of British satisfaction
for the manner in which his
had come to secure
shall be glad to see-your father."
that afternoon. He was brave,'
The girl blushed slightly, for she knew the young man dignity had been ruffled
not really alarmed, though he felt that
meant that he would be glad to see her. The captain under- however, and wascapable
of doing him serious injury.
stood also, and he noted the blush, and his blood fairly the captain was
Captain Weatherby prided himself on his swordsmansh ip,
boiled with jealous anger.
with the intention of forcing the'
"So you liv_e . a mile north of the Harlem River, do you?" and he had come here
with that weapon, and his deliberate inhe thought, v1c1ously; "very well, Mr. Henry Reynolds, I will young man to fjght
kill his rival-for so he considered the handmake a mental note of that, and I shall endeavor to call tention was to
fello\v, Miss Worthington having spoken of him
there at an early date and show you how British officers some young
in such warm terms as to give the officer the impression that l
avenge an injury!"
interested in him.
Of course, even though he was wholly to blame for the she was deeply
"Henry Reynolds, you this afternoon, in the presence of
trouble between himself and Reynolds, the captain thought
a young lady whom I hope some day-um, ah! that is-who
himself wronged and sorely injured.
a very dear friend, insulted me grossly. Being in the;
is
Captain
now,
back,
going
be
better
had
we
that
"I guess
presence of a lady, I could not at the time call you to account,
Weatherby," the girl said.
but I have come up here to-night especially for the purpose
"Do YOll think it safe to ride this animal?" Reynolds asked of
doing so."
bridle-reins.
horse's
the
of
hold
-he still had
"Indeed?" Reynolds' voice was calm and cool. He did not
"Oh, y e ~ ; i_t was my fault that he became unmanageabl e seem
to be at all alarn1ed.
before. I m s1sted that we have a race, and then, when FireYou must fight me, or I will have my men shoot
fly took the bit in his teeth, I became angry and gave him a · "Yes! for a cowardl y cur!"
down
you
might.
his
all
with
away
ran
he
cut with the whip, whereupon
Reynolds' teeth came together with a click.
J will be more careful this time."
"Oh, there will be no need of their doing that," in a calm
He
Reynolds.
said
mount,"
to
"Permit me to assist you
grim voice; "I will fight you-in any manner you like."
but
lifted
was
and
it
in
foot
her
held his hand and the girl placed
enough. I demand that you meet me with the
"Good
ease.
into the saddle with the greatest
a g entleman and an officer-the sword."
of
weapon
horse,
his
mounted
face,
his
The captain, a dark cloud on
willing; but I have no sword. "
perfectly
am
"I
Miss
from
signal
the
and without a look at Reynolds, awaited
blade along."
extra
an
brought
"I
W l'hington to start.
"That was thoughtful of you. The young man's voice was
. hank you, Mr. Reynolds, and good-by-for the present,"
He understood that the officer deemed himself a
said t he young lady, with a most bewitching smile. "I hope ironical.
good swordsman and thought that by using that weapon he
to see you again soon."
would be in no danger of losing his life, while if pistols were.
"And I hope to see you again very soon, Miss Worthing- used
he might get killed or seriously wounded. ·
ton," r eplied Reynolds, doffing his hat and bowing.
"I knew that a peasant would' not have a sword."
"Good-by !"
"Right. We use the plough more than the sword."
"Good-by !"
"It is bett er suited to your capabilities," sneeringly.
Then the two rode away, the girl with more than one back"Which is the more honorable avocation-til ling the soil
ward g lance cast f urtively over her shoulder, while she was and
growing produce to sustain the life of human beings, or'
pretending to adjust her hat, the captain with his eyes cutting
human beings down and ending their lives?"
straight ahead, a scowl on his face.
"Bah! Don't give me any foolish talk. If ·you waht to
Henry Reynolds, standing where he was when the two fight
come out here and do it."
rode away, looked after the girl, a peculiar, determined look
;;I don't want .to, b~t will _do so to accommodate you."
·
on his face.
Oh, Henry, you will be killed!" It was the voice of the
"The most beautiful woman I ever saw!" he thou"ht· "anrl \Voman
who had opened the door and who had been standing '
I-yes, I love her! . And I am going to win her, to~, if such behind
the young man, a silent but agitated listener to the
a thing is possible! "
.
The11 ' ~ entered the little clump of timber, led forth a conversation.
The young man turned and took the woman in his arms.
:nted and rode toward the Harlem River.
h orse
"Perhaps not, mother," he said. "I have a chance for mv
life-I suppose that if I should triumph over you captain
•
'
'
your men will not bother me? "
"Certainly not. The affair is between we two and the
CHAPTER III.
issue will settle the matter for all time. If you should conquer me that would settle it, and you would not be bothered
THE CAPTAIN SEEKS SATISFACTION .
by my men-but you won't conquer me."
"Perhaps· not. That remains to be seen."
"Does Henry Reynolds live here? "
"Bah! I have not been an officer for year~ for nothing. I
"Yes, sir."
not come to America to be killed by a country boy who
did
home?"
at
"Is he
"Yes, sir; he is eating supper. Do you wish to see him?" never had hold of a gentleman's weapon." Captain Weath"Stranger things than that have happened,
"I do, madam."
erby."
"Will you come in?"
."Perhaps, though I doubt it. But come outside. "
"No; t ell him to come to the door."
"Oh, Henry, must you fight him?" half moaned the young
sir."
,
·well
"Very
'
It wa s about nine o'clock at night, but there was a full man's mother.
So you see
down.
me
shoot
will
men
his
or
mother;
"Yes,
light.
quite
was
it
and
moon,
a chance 1
A British officer, accompanied by twenty troopers, had rid- it will be better for me to fight him; then I have
life."
my
for
of
th
nor
mile
a
road
the
beside
house
a
of
den up in front
"Oh, dear! .This terrible, t errible war!"
the Ha rlem River and had dismounted and approached the
"You stay indoors and shut the door, mother. And don't ·
door, upon which the officer had rapped. The door had been
about me. I am able to ta'ke care of myself."
worry
perhaps
of
woman
erly-looking
moth
handsome,
opened by a
"Oh, Hemy, Henry! I cannot let you go out there to be
fifty yea r s, with whom he had exchanged the wo1·ds as given
killed!" The poor woman clung to her son and the tears
above.
'
'
A few moments later a handsome young man of twenty-j streamed dovrn her face.
himself
disengaged
gently
and
mother
his
kissed
Henry
otl1er
no
indeed
was
He
doorway.
the
in
five years appeared
than Henry Reynolds, . who had saved the life of Frances from her grasp.

•
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"Don't be afrai'd for me, mother," he sa.i<l; "ancl <lon't take
on so. Be brave and calm and it will help me to make a better
fight !or my life."
/
: "~'II try-try-Henry , hGtr--" She gavf' way to tears
'ag11m.
The young man conducted her to a seat 'in front of the
fire-P,lace, gently seate<l her, kissed her, and then said:
"Have no fears for me, mother. I shall· come out. of this
<l.ffair all right."
With these words he hastened out •of the house, closing
the door softly behind him.
The captain stood in an open space where the moon shone
down brightly, and in his hands were two swords.
"This is my own weapon," he said, indicating the one in
his right hand; "but they are exactly alike, and you may
take your choice."
"I will take the other one," said Henry, calmly; . "I would
not like to cut you dmvn with your own weapon."
·
'fh is Was said with such coolness and confidence, so to
speak, that the captain was almost paralyzed.
"Of all the impudence I eyer heal'd, that reaches the ex-t.reme heights!" the officer . exclaimed. "I'll spit you as
though you were a chicken, you boastful peasant dog!"
Henry took the sword, flourished it in the air and then
said, quietly:
"Go ahead and spit me-if you can, vou boastful British
hound!"
·
·
. "Here's for youl " roared the captain, and hP made a
furious lunge at hi.s opponent.

But at .this moment foere came the sound of running feet,
and a loud, clear voice calli:-d out:
·
·
"!\ill ilw re<lcoaLs, Liberty Roy:;! Shoot them down! Don't
Jet a single one escape!"
The tl'oopers .Looked.._ around and saw a (orce fou1· or five
times as sLrong as then• own running towarrl thPm Crom the
road, and they turned and fled at the top of theil' speed, fol.lowed by a hail of bullets, the newcomers firing a volley that
brought tjown more than half the entire number of British
troopers.
,
The others disappeared among the trees and were not pursued, as it would have been impossible to .overtake them, they
scattering and running in all directions.
The force that had so opportunely appeared on the scene
was a company of youths known as the Liberty Boys of '76.
They were doing scout duty down in this region and along
the Hudson, and their work was to strike _small parties of
redcoats and Tories and discourage foraging as much as
possible.
'l'hey had come down to this vicinity, hoping to strike a
British force, and had succeeded.
.
The leade1' of the company of Liberty Boys was Dick
Slater, a handsome, stalwart youth of eighteen years. He
now approached Henry Reynolds and said:
· "What is the trouble here, sir?"
"Why, that officer thel'e and myself fought a il.uel an<l T
was so lucky as to get the better of him. But he ordered his
men to kill me, and l judge that they would have done flO but
for yom· opportune arrival."
"Likely enough. But is he dead!" bending over the
wounded captain.
CHAPTER IV.
"I think not. He has simply fainted from loss of blood.
If you will let some of your men help me we will carry him
HENRY REYNOLDS' NARROW ESCAPE.
into the house and attend to his wound."
Henry Reyn'olds was not an expert swordsman, by any
"Certainly, and thel'e are two or three mor!'l yondel' who
means. He had had a sword in his hands before to-night, will have to be taken care of."
but he had never practiced swordsmanship, and was a novice
"Yes, carry them all into the house. They shall be taken
in its use. But he was exceedingly strong and very active, care of. Humanity demands that."
and he believed that he would be a match for his antagonist.
"You are right."
He would work hard to save his life, at any rate. ·
Eight of the troopers had been killed by the bullets from
So now, when the other made the lunge at him, he leaped the 'Liberty Boys' pistols and three were wounded. The latbackwai-d so quickly that the sword did not touch him.
ter were carried into the house and placed on biankets spread
The captai-n was amazed· and disappointed.
on the floor. The captain already lay there and Dick Slater
"What kind of work do you call that?" he cried; "this was dressing his wound.
jumping-jack business won't do. Stand up and fight."
The three were not seriously wounded, but their injuries
"I am no swordsman, and you know it, Captain Weather- were painful l!-nd would force them to stay indo@rs a week
by," replied Henry; "and so I am going to use any tactics or so.
I please, and you have no 1·ight to object. Look out for
The captain's wound was more serious than that of either
vourselfl"
of his men.
· Then Reyriolds began making· strokes with the sword rap"No"·· if you \vill get a spade my boys will bury the dead
idly and fiercely. He cut~nd lunged so swiftly that the cap- redcoats," said Dick to Henry Reynolds.
tain, good swordsman though he was, was disconcerted and
"I'll get it right away," the young man said. While he was
had to break ground.
gone his mother thanked Dick in broken tones for saving her
Reynolds leaped this way and that, cut and thrust, and son's life.
.
kept. his opponent on the defensive for quite a while. He was
"They would have killed him had you not come just when
strong and did not tire, while the British officer was what you did!" she said.
might be termed "soft," from lack of exe1·cise, and he was
"Yes, there can be little doubt regarding that," agreed
beginning to get tired already.
Dick. "~ut you need not thank me, lady. lt is the duty of
"Oh, stop jumping around!" he growled.
myself and Liberty Boys to ,protect p~triots from t_he British
"Not a bit of it!" replied Henry; "that is part of my style whenever and wherever the opportunity presents ltself, and
of swordsmanship, and I must keep it up."
·
'
we are glad . that we were here at the right time."
The~ he leaped about · more than ever, and suddenly ran
Henry returned with the spade just then, and Dick went
clear around his opponent, which disconcerted the British with him, and th~ Liberty Boys dug a grave and buried the
o'fficer not a little, and caused him to make several wilct dead redcoats.
strokes at his nimble opponent without avail.
·
"There, that is done; now what next shall we do, 1)ick?"
The force exP,encled served to still further weaken the offi- asked Bob Estabrook", the lieutenant of the company, and
cer, however, and he was now almost panting.
Dick's 1ight-hand man.
Henry saw that he "\Vas coming along all right, and, being
"We wi11 ride clown toward the Harlem River Bridge, Bob;
practically as fresh and strong as ever, he renewed his exer- and if we don't see anything of any more redcoats, then we
tions and went at the officer harder than ever.
will come back here, wait a while and then return to the
He cut and thrust and leaped this way and that and en- Hudson." ·
circled his opponent again, and had him so demoralized that
"That's a good plan. We are working along the Hudson,
he was almost helpless.
anyway."
1'Yes."
Then suddenly he made a lunge and punctured the captain
in the right shoulder, wounding him quite severely.
Dick explained to Henry Reynolds what he intended d'oing.
A Cl'Y of pain escaped the officer's lips and the sword
"But for fear the eight or ten redcoats who ,got away may
dropped from his hand.
'
.
return, I shall leave about twenty of my boys here," he said.
"Oh!" he exclaimed; "the. :;coundrel has wounded me! Kill "Then lf they do come back they will get a reception they
him, men! Run him through!-cut him down! Shoot him! won't like."
Don't let him live .a minute longer!"
I "Yes, indeed," said Henry.
Then he sank to the groJ.md, fainting from loss of blood.
Dick, with eighty of his Liberty Boys, rode down
far
The troopers ·dre\\'. their i;words and leaped forward, evi- as the Harlem River bridge, but saw nothing of anyasmore
1lrntly intent on obeying the rornmand of their wournied redcoats. After staying therP an hour they rode back to .the
lesde-r.
. · · · .:
.. . . ·
· ..
..
.Reynolds home..
,
·
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"Yes."
"We will Rearch for it closely and carefull y, and may sue-I
ceed in finding it."
"Oh, if you do find it ~n<l make an attack on the TorieR
I hope you won't hurt brother !"
"We \\•ouldn 't if we coul.d help it; but not knowin g him,
we might injure him, or even kill him."
The girl was thought ful a few momen ts and then." Raid:
"Mr. Slate1., J wish you would make me :.i promise
"What is it, Miss Bertha? "
"Will you promise me that if you find the rendezv ous ofj
the Mullins ' gang you will come and let me know about it.
·
before you go and make an attack? "
"Why do you wish me to do that?"
"So that I may go with you."
"Ah, you want to be with us and point out rour hrothn , .
so that we can spare him?"
"Yes."
"Very well; I give you my promise ."
"Oh, thank you, thank you!"
Just then a voice called out from within doors:
"What is it, daughte r? Who are you talking to?"
der
"To a patriot, mother. To Captain Slater, the commantell
Liberty Boys we have heard Ben
of
y
compan
the
of
CHAPT ER V.
·
.
about."
A momen t later a middle- aged woman appeare d at the
1:--1 THE HHiHLA NDS.
door and greeted Dick cordiall y.
(fhen the girl explain ed that Dick and the Liberty Boys
"How do you rlo, mi i;:s?"
trying to g·et the Mullins ' gang located so as to strike
were
"How do you do, s ir?"
a blow that would put them to flight and scatter thl'm
them
"Are you a patriot or a Tory?"
wide.
and
fa1·
"I'm a patriot. "
he is going to come and let me know when he findi;d
"Aml
~ive
to
able
be
may
you
perhaps
that;
hear
to
"I am glad
the i·endezvoui; of . the gang, mother, " the girl explaine
Boys
me some informa tion. "
eagerly ; "and then I will go ·with him and fi.is Liberty him."
"
patriot.
a
are
you
if
is,
at
can-th
I
"I will if
out brother to them, so that they won't kili
point
and
)1:y
me.
of
heard
have
may
you
s
Perhap
iot.
"l'm a natr
"That· is good, Bertha! And we will be, oh, so greatly
·
name is Dick Slater."
to you for your kindnes s, sir!"
·obliged
your
and
you
about
speak
Ben
brother
my
"Yes, I've heard
speak of it, Mrs. Sprague ," said Dick· "we shall
"Don't
Liberty Eoys."
do this, as it would be too bad if we ~\·ere to acto
glad
be
"Where is your brother ?"
your son when he is a patriot and virtualh· a
kill
ily
cidenta
·
Th e girl's face clouded.
the despera does."
among
r
prisone
sir!"
"Bill Mullins made him join his band,
Captain Slater!"
him,
killing
their
of
fear
deadly
in
am
"I
open
the
of
It was evening , and Dick Slater stood in front
the woman said, her voice trembli ng.
door of a lop; honse stanrlin g n erhapi:; a quarter of a mile
that they might
0
Dick had thought that there was dan.,.er
from the Hudson River well up in the Highlan ds.
more than was
two
the
alarm
to
wish
not
did
he
but
this,
do
was
he
Dick was out scoutin g and reconno itering. Indeed,
careless ness:
assumed
with
said,
he
and
ca.se,
t~1e
ah;,eady
Bill
trying to secure some informa tion regardi ng this samewere
that, Mrs.
of
<langer
much
is
there
thmk
t
don
I
>IuJlins, "·ho was the leader of the !!'ang of T<;n·ies, who eager Sprague ."
more robbers than au~ht else. The Liberty Boys were
"Don't you, really?"
t o get a chance at this band, for it had been robbing the
."Oh, no."
the
burned
had
it
cases
several
in
and
left,
:md
right
patriots
Dick talked with them half an hoUl' lqnger and then bade
patriots ' home,; where some membe r of the band l}a<l a grudge them good·by and took his departu re.
'
ag1i11:>t the natriot in question .
looked all around within a radius of ' a mile of the
He
miles
two
above
point
a
at
camp
in
were
Boys
The Libertv
Spragu e home, but saw no sign s of the Mullins gang.
from the g·irl's home.
Then he walked over to the i·iver and stood there on' the
"
Miss?
name,
"What is your
of the bluff looking up and then down the stream.
top
.
."
"Bertha Surague
were many places in the face of the bluffs where
There
home?"
"Is your father at
be caves, and these caves would furnish an ideal
might
there
years."
of
numbe1·
a
dead
been
has
he
"I have no fatl1er;
for a band of robbers such as was the }fullins
place
hiclingregardtion
informa
some
me
give
can
vou
"';Veil, perhaps ,
,
gang.
.
gang."
ing Bill Mullim; and his
on the brink of what was almost a perg
standin
.was
Dick
sir?"
know,
.
''What do vou wish to
lar bluff at least thirty-f ive feet in height.
"! would like to know where they have their rendezv ous, pendicu
ad~d and steady-n erved, a.nd, wishing to
cool-he
was
He
is?"
it
where
or headou arters. Do you kno,~·
he stepped
look down at the pomt where he was standm g, over.
The girl shook her head.
~dg~ of the precipic e and looked
the
to
up
close
to
like
would
I
for
did,
.
J
wish
I
"No, ~I <lo not, Mr. Slater.
No one was m sight below.
I
hll-ve you get my brot her away from them."
was no sandy beach below him howeve r the watn
There
"They marle him join their band, you say?"
'
'
up to the bluff.
right
came
" Y~s . i;ir."
him, and he
behind
snap
twig
a
heard
Dick
ly
Sudden
thought
men in
"How did this come about? I . s?-ould not have
he would trr, whirled quickly, to see a couple of rough-b earded
they would t ry to ~orce anyone ~o JOm them, asbetra.y
him!
upon
leaping
of
act
the
them.
t o escape at ~he first opportu mty, and "."ould
They did not get to do thi&, howeve r, for Dick suddl'nl v
red
"~t ':a.s this way: Brother Ben .acciden tally chscoveget lost his balance and fell bacbva rd from the bluff!
then- ludmg-p lace, .and tl~ey found him befor~ he could
a way and forced him to JOm them."
"How did you learn this?"
'.
CHAPT ER VI.
· "They let him come home, accomp anied by two of the i
band, to tell mother and I about it."
"
-~ DESPERATE STRUGGLC.
"And \ou don't kno w where thefr rendezv ous is?
"No, sir."
Dick turned over and o'ver as he went down toward th e
J
"I wish you did."
·
river.
"So do I. "
Luckily , howeve r, )1e struck :feet foremo st and went ullder
"It surely isn't far .from here."
"No, likely not."
Jwithout being injured.
lhd h.e struck flatwise he would have beell killed.
''And it is probabl y somewh ere along the shore."

Henry then told Dick the historv of the trouble> between
him i:;e lf and the British captain . ·
s,"
"You will need to look out for yoursel f, Mr. Reynold
doubt
said Dick. "The friends of Captain Weathe rby will no
will kill you
tiy to get at you, and the chances ar.e that they
·
·
ii they can. "
reply;
the
was
Slater,"
Captain
guard,
my
on
be
shall
"[
your
"1nd if the~' get to pressin g me too closely I will join while
compan y and help you fight against the king, at least
you are in this part of the country ."
"Very '.Yell: vou will be welcom e at any time."
;'Where ·will I find you, if at any time I want to do so?" ."
"In the Hig-hlands. likely; or somewh ere along the Hudson
.
"Very good."
"\Ve are workin~ along the Hudson , and "'ill be for two or
three weeks, I judge."
"All- right."
:rhen thE' Liberty Boys mounte d th,eir horses and rodeofaway
the
towa1·d the Hud,;on River, taking the twenty 'h orses
Briti sh trooper ::: with them.

I
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Dick was a splendid swimmer, and as soon as he came to
Dick made no reply, but began struggling with all his
the surface he struck out down the stream.
might in an effort to get a hold that would place him at
Suddenly there sounded the sharp crack of a pistol and a least on an equality with his opponent.
lbuJiet hit the water close beside Dick.
"Oho, deef an' dumb, air ye?" the fellow grinned. "All
He looked up and saw the two men standing on the edge right, I'll put in my time tendin' ter
bizness, too!"
of the precipice, pistols in hand.
'I'hen he began trying to throw Dick, with the evident inOne was just in the act of aiming at him.
tention of making a prisoner of him.
Dick did not like this at all.
Dick felt sure that he could hold
own against the man
The other bullet had not missed him much; this one might and perhaps get away, but he was his
afraid the fellow WC6Uld
hit him.
call for assistance.
He dived quickly, and was several feet below the surface
"A cry from him would bring a score of his comrades out
when the bullet struck the water.
of the cave to help him," thought Dick.
·
Of course, he was not injured.
He need not have feared regarding this, however. The
He swam down stream quite a distance before coming to truth of the matter was that this man was
the strong man,
the surface.
the bully of the Mullins irang, and it was his idea that he
When he came up he was out of range of the pistols in could. easily secure Dick without assistance.
the hands of the two men.
He would have deemed it a disgrace to call for help to do
"I'll wager they are members of the 'Mullins gang!" Dick this work.
·
•
murmured. "I wish that I could get ashore and follow them;
This was fortunate for Dick, as it gave him a chance to
I would then likely learn where they have their rendezvous." escape.
Not far below the shore sloped upward, and Dick swam in
'rhe ruffian soon found that in the youth he had captured
and made a landing.
a Tartar, so to speak, but it did not deter him from trying
He did not like the experience he had had, and would be to capture him unaided.
glad to get even with the men who had caused him to take
"Say, yer er purty good man, :fur er youngster!" he panted,
·such a plunge.
·
·
afte;i- they had been struggling for a few minutes.
"I'm going to see what I can do in the way of trailing
Dick made no reply. He was attending strictly to business
them, anyway," he murmured.
and wanted to save all his wind for use in the struggle.
He made his way up the slope as swiftly as possible.
The fellow was exceedingly strong,
seemed to have
He kept a sharp lookout, for he did not know but the two splen~id stayin~ qualities also, and the and
Liberty Boy realized
mig-ht have come on down the shore and be near at hand.
that it was gomg to be only by the hardest kind of work if
He did not see anything of them, however.
he succeeded in getting away.
As soon as he reached the top of the bluff he turned and
His fear now was that some of the other members of the
made his way 5orthward.
gang might coi;ie out of the cave, or some more put in an
He walked as rapidly as he thought consistent with safety. appearance, gomg to the cave, when
it would be all up
He was not long in arriving in the vicinity of the point \vith him.
where he had taken his tumble over the bluff.'
Fiercely the struggle went on.
Suddenly Dick's heart leaped with delight.
It. seemed to be about an even thing.
He had caught sight of the two ruffians.
Dick could hold his own, but to escape he must do a little
They had stopped to reload their pistols, and were now more than this.
just leaving the place.
He would have to break the hold of the ruffian and this
They moved away, up the shore, and Dick followed them was something difficult to do.
'
closely.
He kept trying, J;i.owever.
He was expert at this kind of work.
Ar.ound an~ ~round t~ey went, swaying this way and that,
Not many Indians could have beaten him at it.
tuggmg, strammg, pullmg with all their might.
He was careful not to set his feet on. twigs that would
Presently they got too near the edge of the bluff and
snap and warn the men that they were being followed.
over they went.
'
He made no noise to speak of, and was careful to keep
They were locked in each other's embrace and went down
his body sheltered behind trees while moving along. ·
together, but when they struck the desperado was underThe two men glanced back occasionally, but they did not neath.
catch sight of Dick.
·
. _Dick was jarred severely by the fall but was not seriously
It was quite cool, and Dick's wet clothing did not feel very mJured.
'
comfortable to him, but he did not think much about it.
It was different with the other,
for his hold reHe was not to be deterred from his work by anything leased altogether\ and Dick leaped however,
to his feet without hinlike this.
•
drance and lookeo down upon his late antagonist.
The two men moved onward about a mile and then began
He now saw what the trouble was:
the descent of the bluff.
. The ruffian's head had struck ao-ainst a rock •and on makThere was a rude pathway down it at this point.
mg a closer examination Dick found that the feilow was dead
Dick followed, feeling certain that he was not far from
The back of his head had been crushed.
·
the rendezvous of the gang.
. "Dead!" the youth exclaimed. "Well, he brought it upon
"Doubtless they nave their hidink-place in a cave down himself." •
.
in the face of the bluff," was his thought.
Th~n Dick thouught that the fellow's· death would
In' thinking thus he was right. At any rate the two men for his purpose, as had he not been killed he would be good
have 0"'One
paused in front of a bunch of bushes at a point some fifty to the ~ave and told his comrades that their hiding-place
yards
above the water, and, pulling the bushes aside, en- been discovered; now they would remain in ignorance of had
1
this
tered an opening and disappeared from sight.
fact:
·
"A cave, just as I expected!" thought Dick.
Dick rolled the dead body into the river and then set out
He was soon at the spot, and, pulling the buhses back, down the stream in the direction of the Liberty
Boys' enpeered into the opening. ·
campment.
He had a great notion to eiiter.
"I must not forget to send word to Bertha Sprag·ue," he
He realized, however, that this would be dangerous.
murmured.
The chances were that there were fifty desperate men in ,
the cave.
I
He would not stand much chance if he were discovered.
CHAPTER VII.
"I guess I had better be satisfied with what I have discovered and put off going inside until after the boys are
BEN SPRAGUE IN. DANGER.
here," he thought.
He was on the point of turning away, when he felt him"This makes ther third time ye hev tried ter escape, Ben
self seized from behind.
·
I Sprague!"
He leaped up quick as a flash and grappled with his as- I "I know it, and I'll keep on trying till I do escape,
too!"
sailant.
"Oh, ye will, hey?"
He had been seized from behind, as stated, but managed
"Yes."
to t\u-n and face his enemy, whom he then discovered ~o be
"D'ye heer thet, men?"
a rough-looking man, a large, powerful fellow.
·
"Yas, yas!"
"So I've caua:ht ye at et, hev I?" the man cried.
"We hee:t et!"

I
I

I ·
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This was done as soon as they reached the point 1where the
"Ye bet we do!"
lay.
boat
ns.
exclamatio
the
of
.few
Such were a
Tl}en one got into the boat, while the other two lifted the
The scene was the interior of the cavern in which the Mulboy to place him in the boat.
lins gang had its headquarte rs.
platraised
a
on
stool
rude
a
on
sat
Bill Mullins himself
It was the morning after the evening on which Dick
form at one side of the cavern, and in front of him were at Slater discovered the cavern in which the Mullins gang han
least fifty men, ruffians all, if appearance s went for any- its headquarte rs.
thing.
Dick was at the 3prague cabin and had just knocked on
In front of Mullins stood a rather good-looking youth of the door.
It was opened by Bertha.
perhaps twenty years.
"Captain Slater! " she exclaimed, joyously. "Oh, sir, have
This youth was Ben Sprague, the brother of Bertha.
you discovered the hidipg-plae e of the Mullins gang?"
Mullins no v addressed his men again.
"I think so, Miss Bertha."
"Men," he said, "what shall we do with ther youngster? "
"Oh, I am so glad!"
'l'he ruffians were silent a few moments, and then one said:
"So am I, and as we are goi'ng to go there and see if we,
"Th er bes' thing we kin do is ter kill 'im !"
capture· or rout the gang this mo~·ning, I have co~el
can
talk!"
ther
"Thet's
to tell you, so that you may go along and point out your
"Yas, yas!"
brother, as you wished to do."
"Our own safety demands et!"
1
"Oh, thank you, Captain Srater! I will tell mother and.
"Yaas, ef we don' put 'im out uv ther way he'll git erway
then get ready to go with you. Come in."
will
stayin'."
air
we
whar
an' tell ever'buddy
entered and was greeted cordially by Mrs. Sprague.
Dick
Such were a few of the remarks.
. explainted matters to her mother, who was deBertha
at
Bill Mullins, a big, da!'k-faced, bearded ruffian, looked
hear that the hiding-plac e of the band had beeni
to
lighted
the youth fiercely and said:
discovered.
"D'ye heer thet, Ben Sprague?"
"Oh, I hope that you will be able to capture the ruffians
.
,
The youth nodded.
set Ben free!" she exclaimed.
and
"I hear it," he replied.
"I hope so," said Dick.
"Waal, whut d're think erbout et?"
Ber'tha was soon ready.
"I don't know.'
"We will go now," said Dick, "as I am eager to get at
"Don' ye think ye hed better make up yer min' ter be the work as early as possible.''
saten;fied ter be one uv us?"
Bertha kissed her mother and said good-by, and Dick!
The youth shook his head.
hands with the woman and bade her good-by and to
shook
"No," he said decidedly; "I would rather die than be a be of good cheer.
·
robber.''
. "With Bertha along to point out your son, we will not be
"Oh, ye would?"
in much danger of hurting him," he said; "and I think that
"Yes."
I can safely promise that we will bring him back to you safe1
"All right, then; ye shall hev yer way erbout et, hey, and sound."
"And you be careful, Bertha., dear," her mother said.
boys?"
.
"Don't you get hurt."
"Yaas!"
"I won't get hurt, mother," was the brave reply; "in fact, 1
"Ye bet!"
.
somebody else is much mor e likely to get hurt," and she
"Thet's whut he kin!"
tapped a pistol which she wore in h er belt.
"Le's put an end ter 'im right erway!"
"Do you know how to use it?" asked Dick, with a smile, as
"He'll do us harm by gittin' erway an' tellin' whar our
they walked away through the timber.
hidin'-place is, ef we don'.''
"Indeed I do!" with a nod; "I can shoot as straight as
Such were the r emarks and the looks that were bent upon
any one."
the youth were anyth:ng but friendly.
They were not long in reaching the Liberty Boys' enSelf-preser vation is the first law of nature, and these ruffi ans would not hesitate an instant to kill someone, if their campment, where the girl was greeted courteously and gallantly by the youths, all of whom were fi ne ·young f ellows.
own safety required it.
Dick had told them about Ben Sprague, and they sympaBen Sprague knew this and his heart sank.
He was a brave youth and life .was dear to- him, but he thized with the girl, a11d were determined that her ' brother
was honest and honorable also, and the life of a robber was should be freed from t he ruffians, if such a thing were
possible.
one that he could not engage in.
Bertha Sprague was a pretty girl, and one of the Liberty!
He had told the truth when he had said that he would
Boys, John Saunders by name, and a fine young fellow, was '
m t her die than be a robber.
her at first sight.
Bill Mullins now asked the men how the youth should be greatly taken with the
sweetest girl I ever sa w!" he said in
· "Jove, but she's
put to ·death.
Spurlock.
Ben
to
voice
low
a
"Le's shoot 'im !" said one.
"She is pretty and nice-lookin g, t hat's a f~ct." · agreed Ben.
"Knif e 'im!" from another.
The youths were soon read y for the expedition and set
"I'll tell ye whut !e's Qo," from a third .
out. Half a dozen were left m camp to watch and guard
"Wull ?" from Mullins.
the horses.
boat
er
.:
i
,
ou
"n
take
an'
foot,
"Le's tie 'im, han' an'
They .were not quite an hour in reaching the vicinity of the
an' drop 'im inter ther river."
where the Mullins gang had its headquarter s.
point
"Weighted down, ye mean?"
party paused amid the trees, and Dick had just pointThe
"Uv course!" ·
the bushes covering· the entrance to the cavern when
out
ed
"Thet's ther thing ter do!".
emerged, conducting a four th , wh ose arms were
men
three
time!"
same
ther
at
'im
bury
"Yaas, we'll kill 'im an'
mouth was covered by a handkerchi ef as a gag.
his
·and
bound
"Thet's so!"
Ben!" gasped Btr tha. "What are they going
brother
"It's
"Le's do thet, Bill!"
,
.
him?"
with
do
to
enny,
ez
way
er
good
ez
"thet's
"All right," said Mullins;
said
away,"
him
ake
t
to
going
are
they
though
as
"Looks
I guess."
Dick.
"Et's ther bes' way," from another.
"Let's rush upon them and capture them and free Ben.!"
"Seeze 'im an' bind an' gag 'im!" ordered Mullins.
said Bob Estabrook, eageriy.
A couple of the men did <LS ordered.
"It is too close to the ent rance of the cavern," said Dick;
Ben Sp1·ague offered no resistance, for he knew it would
"let's follow cautiously and t ake t hem when t hey have got
be useless.
far enough away, so that they will not be so likely to be
He could do nothing, gain nothing by resisting.
succeed in making an out"fhey tied his hands together behind his back and tied a heard by their, coml'ades if they
handkerchi ef over his mouth to keep him from crying out. cry."
This was considered to be good a dvice, and it was acted·
"Thar, thet's all right," said Mullins; "now kerry 'im out
an' put 'im in er boat an' take 'im out inter ther river an' upon.
They stole after the four, who were so intent on their own
dump 'im in!"
did not think to look around them.
A couple of the men seized the boy by the arms and con- affairs that they
The Liberty Boys and the girl were only a short distance
.-- ducted him out of the cavel'f\. Another went along, taking
away, hidde~ ~ehind trees and boulders, when the three rvf·
· a piece of rope with which to bind Ben's ankles.
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fiaus tie<l the ankles of· Ben Sprague and lifted him to place
him in I.he boat.
The time for action had now come.
Dick gave the signal to his compani ons.
Dick, the Liberty Boys and the girl suddenly rushed .for\Yard.
'"Drop that boy and surt·ende r!" cried Dick, sterRl y. " Don't
al~emp~ to. escape. If you do, you are dead men!"
rhe rones were almost paralyzec l with terror.

"Very well.
Dick, accompa nied by Ben and the other half of the force,
made his way up the slope to a point indicated by Ben, who
said that was the other entrance to the cavern.
This entrance , like the other, was hidden from casual view
by some bushes, but these were pulled aside and the Liberty
Boys entered one after another.
They made their way down a \dnding, sloping pa;;sage
moved slowly and cautious ly, as they did not ' wish to let and
ruffians kno,,- they were coming if they could possibly helpt~e
it.
Down they went, and at last they came to a point where
the passage 11idened out greatly and the floor )VaS level.
CHAP'fE R VIlI.
"It' is only about thirty yards to the main cavern, and · it is
just around that out-jutti ng corner yonder," whi;;pere d Ben.
"J'HE ~1ULLINS GANG CAPTURED.
"All right," i·eplied Dick.
•
Then he gave the signal to advance.
'Phey realized that it was useless to try to resist.
Each
and
every
Libc1ty Boy had a pistol in either hand,
"Don't cry out!" comman ded Dick; "if you do you will cocked
and ready ror instant use.
seal your own death warrant! "
They
moved
cautious ly onward till they were at the corner,
The· Tories had thought of crying out to bring their comthen they suddenly rushed. around the outjuttin g l'Ock,
i-ades out of the cavern to their rescue, but they knew that to and
and
\vere
in
the niain cavern confront ing the startled and
do so would mean death .for them, so they wisely refrained .
members of the Mullins band.
Then, too, they saw that they were in the hands !If a force amazed
The
Liberty
Boys leveled their pistols ai1d Dick cried, comtwice as strong as their own, counting all who were in the manding
ly:
cavern.
"Up
with
your hands and surrende r peaceabl y, or d.iel".
On the whole it would be better not to let these patriots
The members of the band turned their heads and looked m
know that there were Jnore of the Tories in the vicinity.
the
other
direction
, evidentl y with the thought of trying to
Of course, they dirl not know that the patriots knew where
make their escape in that direction , but at this moment Bob
the cavern was, and that 'there were others there.
and
his
part of the force 1eape<l into view with l.eveled pi s"Tie the Tories hand and foot," comman ded Dick; "and tols,
and he cried, sharply :
free their prisoner ."
"Surrend er or die! You are between two fires!"
The two who had had hold of Ben Sprague had dropped
Bill Mullins was black V\;ith rage.
,him when Dick first called out to them, and now Bertha
He glared about him like a wild beast at bay.
Sprague. leaped forward and cut her brother's bonds and unHe realized that there was no hope for him or his men,
tied the handkerc hief from over his mquth.
howeYer, and so he called out:
"Bertha! you here!" the youth exclaime d.
"We surrende1·! Don't shoot!"
"Yes, Ben! And I am so glad that we A"Ot here just when
"Up with your hands, then!"
we did!"
The ruffians raised their hands above their heads promptly .
"So am I!" with a smile.
They were badly frighten ed.
"What were they goin~ to do with you?"
Like all desperad oes
ruffians of Lheir ilk, they were
"They were going to tie rocks to me and drop me into the cowardly when the oddsand
were against them.
river."
The Libe1ty Boys now disarmed the ruffians and bound
"Oh, Ben! "
I them.
There was horror in the girl' tones and looks.
Then they looked around and found a great lot of goods of
"Why were they going to do that?" asked Dick.
various kinds that
undoubte dly been stolen from the
"Because I steadfas tly refused to help them rob the patl'iots homes of patriots of had
the vicinity.
of the vicinity and tried to escape."
,
"What are you going to do with these goods, Dick?" asked
"Ah!"
"This is Captain Dick Slater and his Liberty Boy:;, Ben!-" Bob.
"We will send word to the settl~rs of the vicinity and have
said Bertha. "I have hea1·d you speak of them many a time."
Ben seized Dick's hand and shook it, at the same time, ex- them come here arid identify and take away their property ,
Bob."
claiming , earnestly :
"That's a good plan."
"I am glad to make your acquaint ance, Captain Slater.
"I think so.
And J thank you for saving my life!"
"'What will we do with the prisoner s? ''
"No thanks are needed, Tien," -with a smile; "\Ye are glad
"Send them up to North Castle."
to render assistanc e to patl'iots always, and indeed it is our
"Just the thing to do!''
duty. We are doubly glad to assist you on account of your
This was done.
mother and sister."
Dick sent the fifty ruffians to North Caotle under the e:::."l suppose mother is anxious regardin g me, Bertha? "
cort of twenty of the Liberty Boys.
"Yes! Oh, she will be wild with delight when .she sees you
The patriot settlet·s of the vicinity were notified of the
again alive and well, Ben!"
capture of the Mullins gang, and they came to the cavern
"Yes, Bertha. and I shall be glad to see her again." Then and identifie d their property and carried it back to the homes
he tumed to Dick "l suppose you intend to try to eapture it had been stolen from.
tne Mu1li.us gang!" he queried.
A 11 were delighted because o.f the capture of the band.
•
"Yes."
They had been greatly harassed by Mullins and his gang,
"All right:; I can be of help to you."
and no\\' they could live in peace, for a while, at any rate.
"So I should judge."
They thanked the Libeity Boys for relieving them o:i such
"I know of another e..xit fl'Qm the cavern besides thls one a menace to their safety and peace of mind.
up here," pointing to the clump of bushes covering the enThe Liberty Boys assured them, however , that they were
't rance to the cavern. "We can go in both ways at the same as glad to free them of the pest as they were to be freed.
time and catch the 1-u.ffians between two fires."
"It is our business to do this," said Dick; "and we shall
"That \dll be fine."
keep on working along the Hudson until we have put a stop
Then Dlck named a couple of youths to remain guard over to the work on the part of the Tories ai1d ru.i'fians of all
the three prisoners , and the rest at once set out up the slope kinds."
·
to lhe entrance to the cavern.
Bertha Sprague and Ben ,i-ent to their homes, and Mrs.
Here they stopped and the force was divided.
Sprague was \vild wit11 delight when she saw her son alive
"Bob, you will enter here," said Dick, "with your part of and well.
the force, and I and Ben will go to tlie other point and enter
"I'm going to join tlie Liberty Boys, mother," he said.
~
with the rest of the boys."
"All right, Dick. How long shall we wait before entering ?"
Dick turned to Ben.
CHAPTE R IX.
"How long will it take us to get to the other entrance '?"
HBl'iRY REYNOLDS MISSI!\G.
he asked.
"Oh, Capt.ain Slat.er, I am so glad you haYe come''. ..
"About ten minutes. "
"What ii< the troubl<>, Mrs. Hc·yri.olds '?"
"All right; wait about ten minute::>, Dub. "
''Ii i~ about Henry."
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vVhere is he, l\Irs. Reynolds ?"

"Oh, I hope that you will find and rescue Henry!" she said.
"l will, if' such a thing is possible, M: ·s. Reynolds ," said
is the trouble."
Dick. And then he rode away in the direction oi the Har"He ha~ disappear ed?"
lem Hiver.
'·Yes."
·
He di<l not know how_it ·"':ould be getting ·across the bridge.
"When did he disappeai ·?"
He sll spected that the ·Bnlish would have guard s lheri>.
·"'rhree days ago. He said he was going down to th e city,
He was agreeably clii;;appointed, however; there were none.
and that is the last.[ have ' seen or heard of him."
"That's good," he thought; "I will have no tro-uble · until I
"Oh, well, h e is there, then."
reach the city, likely. Then I will have to look out, however."'
"But he left early in the morning a:r.d said he would be
He rode onward at a gallop, for it was growing late.
back that evening!"
·
The sun was nearly down.
Five days had elapsed since the capture of the Mullins
Still, it would be much easier for him to get into the city
gang by the Liberty Boys.
.
after night than in the daytime.
They had worked in the Highland s since that day until the . He rode steadily
onward.
present day, when they had ridden down to the vicinity of the
Two hours later he anived at the Common, at the north
Hal'lem River to see how things were there.
end of the city of New York.
Dick had gone over to the Reynolds home to see He'{lry,
Just before he reached the entrance to Broadway he was
and had been greeted by the widow as above.
challenge d:
·
Dick knew that Henry was in love with Frances Worthing "Halt! 'Vho comes there! "
ton, the pretty daughter of a British colonel, and his idea
"A friend,'' replied Dick.
was that the young man had gone down there tQ see her.
"Advance
and give the countersig n."
There was every possibility , therefore , that he had indeed 1 Dick rodi'l, friend,
up to within a few yards of the sentini>l and
gotten into trouble. Especially was this so for the reason stopped.
that Captain Weatherb y, whom Hem·y had wounded in a duel,
''I don't know the countersig n," he saitl.
had recovered sufficient ly and had returned to his quarters
"How do you expect to get into the city, then'!" ·
in the city. It was likely that he had learned of Henry's
"I
a country boy, sir, and I want to get into the city
presence and had caused him to be made a prisoner, but Dick to getam
some medicine for my sick father."
·
did not tell Mrs. Reynolds this, ·not "ishing to make her more
"Ah, indeed? Come closer, so I can see what you look like.''
anxious than she already was.
Dick rode up close, and the sentinel took a look at the
Instead he said:
youth's face under the light from a street-lam p not iar rliF:"I h ave no doubt that he is safe, Mrs. Reynolds. He will tant.
turn up soon in all likelihood ."
An exclamati on escaped his lips.
"I'm afraid not, sir. I fear that Captain Weatherb y has
"Dick Slater, you ar~ my prisoner,!" he cried.
f ound out that he is there, and h:;is caused him to be arrested and held prisoner."
"I'll tell you what I will do, Mrs. Reynolds, " said Dick;
"I wiil go down into the city and see if I can learn anything
CHAPTE R
regardin~ him, and if he really is a prisoner I will try
to
1
rescue lum."
A DISTRESSED MAIDEN.
"Oh, but I fear that will be asking too much of you, Captain Slater!"
·
Dick was taken by surprise for once in his life.
"Not at all; it is my duty to do all I can for patriots everyHe had not expected this.
where, and then I am a friend of your son and would like to
He looked at the sentinel keenly, but did not remembe1
r ender him assistance if he is in trouble."
ever havi11g seen his face befo1·e.
"You are very, very kind, sir!"
The Liberty Boy was perhaps as cool-head ed as anyone
"Rest easv. And don't be alarmed if it is several days could be. He had
schooled himself to preserve an outward
before vou iiear from me."
·
.
calm,
"I will be patient, sir. I know that what you think of patingnoin.matter how exciting: an affair he might be particidoing cannot be done in a short time."
It was so now. ,
.
'· ro, it r equir es time, a s one has to be ve1·y careful when
Although
wholly by surprise, he did not show it, noT
r econnoite ring in a city occupied by the army of the enemy." did he seemtaken
at all perturbed .
·
"'l'rue, sir."
He decided to make an attempt to deceive the sentinel into
Then Dick shook hands with Mrs. Reynolds, bade her good- the belief
that he had made a mistake.
by and took his departl)re .
··
He looked the man calmly in the eye and asked.
The Liberty Boys were in camp about a mile away, and
"Do you know pick ~later?"
h e was soon there.
"I have seen him twice, and know that you are he!"
He told them about Henry Reynolds, and then ~aid he was
Dick made a restrainin g gesture.
going down into t h e city to find out what had happened to
"Don't be in a hurry to decide the matter," he said, calm!~.
the young man.
"You
admit that ..it is possible for a man to make u mis·
"'l'hat is going to be mighty dangerou s business, Dick," talre, Iwill
suppose? "
watned Bob Estabrook .
"Yes, but l am not mistaken. "
"1 know it, Bob. But his mother is almost heart-brok en,
The sentinel had DicH: covered with hls musket, and it wa~
and J promi sed he1· I would see what had become of her son cocked and ready
for instant use.
and r escue him if possible if ihe has been made a prisoner."
"You certainly are mistaken, " said Dick, calmly. "I am not
"I 1..'Tlow· but you must remembe r that you are very neces- Dick Slater."
sary to us: old- fellow. What if you should be captured and
"You are! Surrender !"
hanged or shot for a spy?"
"You are mistaken by a chance resemblan ce, sir:· ,
"You would succeed to tfie command of the company, Bob,
"No."
and all would go on as it has been."
"Yes; and you are delaying me unnecessa rily."
"Yes but I don't want to be advanced in that way."
"I
going to delay you still more. You must accon1·
"Oh ' well, don't worry, Bob. I am not going to let the pany am
me to headquar ters as my prisoner."
redco~ts capture me." ·
"Of course, I will accompan y you, if you say so, for I
" Not if you can help it, of course."
cannot help myself; but you will find that J·ou have made a
"I think I can h~lp it."
mistake when' we get there." "I hope so."
"I don't believe it."
Dick now doffed his uni.form and donned a suit of citizen's
"You will be laughed at for mistaking an inoffensiv e
clothing which .he always carried along with him in the country boy
for the rebel spy Dick Slater."
saddle-b~gs.
I
"I'll risk that."
He often played the part of a scout and spy, and always
Dick saw that he could not talk the sentinel into believing
donned ordinary clothing for such occasions.
he was
so there was only one thing left to do. B•
When he was ready he gave the youths some final instruc- must trymista\rnn,
to get away.
tions, bade them goo~-by, mounted his horse and rode away.
Suddenly he ~xclaimed:
He ·went past the widow's home and stopped to let her know
"Look out behind yqul"
that he was starting on the expedition , as he had promised.
The sentinel, taken by surprise, whirled.
M.rs. Reynolds was delighted, and wished him Go~peed.
It was what Dick had hope~ he . would dQ.

"I don't know where he is. or what about him , ;;ir. That

x.
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There was a short period of silence, and then the girl said:
The youth whirled his horse quick as a flash and urged him
· "You can at least do one thing for me, father."
away at a gallop.
"What?"
The sentinel understoo d that he lrnd been d11ped and turned
"Get permissio n for me to visit Henry Reynolds once more
again as quickly as possible.
he is executed.
before
radius
the
outside
almost
was
and
away,
dashing
Dick was
~ "It will be better if you do not 'see him."
of the light thrown out by the street-lam p.
"Perha-ps ; but, father, I really must see him!"
Up came the musket to the redcoat's shoulder.
"Oh, very well; I can get you permissio n, I think."
Crack!
"Do so."
near
ly
The bullet whistled past Dick, coming dangerous
"WJien do you wish to .go to the jail?''
him.
"At once; to-night."
The youth knew that the shot at the edge of the city would
"Very well; I will go over to headquar ters and get you a
occasion considera ble excitemen t, and very quickly at that.
permit."
He made up his mind to ride over toward the East River written
· "Thank you, father; I will stand here till you come back."
and try to enter the city at that point.
"I won't be long."
He realized, however, that it would be imyossibl e to get
The man walked down the steps and aci·oss the street and
into the city on horseback , so he rode back up the Bowery
·the headq11ar ters building.
Lane half a mile to a house standing· there, and dismounte d entered
As may well be supposed, Dick had listened to the above
and knocked on the door.
conversat ion with a great deal of interest.
It was opened by a man of middle age, who asked:
He knew that the speakers were Colonel Worthing ton and
·
"What do you want?"
daughter Frances, and that the¥ were talking about the
his
«Um
give
wjll
you
if
sir,
"I wish to leave my horse here,
American , Henry Reynolds.
young
room in your stable."
He suddenly heard what sounded like a sob from •the figure
stoop.
the
on
him."
"If you will pay. for his keep you may leave
"She loves Henry Reynolds, and would do anything to
"I will do that, sir, of course."
secure his release,'' thought Dick.
"Then follow me."
Indeed, he doubted not that she would be willing to assist
The man stepped out, closing the door behind him, and led
prisoner to escape if he asked to do so.
the way around the house and to a stable standing fifty in helpi11g the
and up the step&, and was on the piazza
out
stepped
He
.
road.
the.
from
rards back
woman before she noticed him, her l1ands
The hon ~ wus .led mto a stall and =bridled and unsadd1ed, beside the young
being over her face.
.
. .
an~ th~n ri·k said:
"Miss Worthing ton, perhaps we may be able to save Henry
I ;v1ll pay you for his k~ep when I come .a!1d get. h,;m, for
yet!" said Dick, in a cautious voice. "Are you willReynolds
heie.
!nm
leave
to
want
will
~
lo~g
I 1.on t k~ow ho:v
.
rescue him?"
h~lp
to
ing
" That 1~ all rI&"h~;
from her face quickly and
hands
her
removed
girl
T~e
"Good-n~ght',, sir.
rephed promptly :
.
.
Good-mgh~.
"Am I willing to help rescue him ?-yes! a thousand times
The man did not ask Dick who he was or why he w1~hed
! Just tell me what I can do to help bring this about and
yes
thi~.
qf
glad
was
youth.
t.he
.and
there,
to leave th.e horse
city. I will do it'"
He was m the road qmckly and walkmg toward the after
.
.
___·
·
He made his way over toward the East River, and
considera ble work, managed to get past the sentinels there
CHAPTE R X[.
and into the city.
He made his way in the directio11 of British headquart ers.
THE RESCUE.
He knew where this was, as he had been in New York several times since the British took possession .
"I heard you say to your father that you want to visit
He was not long in arriving in the vicinity of the headReynolds in his cell in the jail."
Henry
quarters.
"Yes, yes!" ·
He •paused just across the street and stood in the shadows
"Well, perhaps we can figure out some way of helping
looking over at the building.
British officers kept coming and going frc.m and into the him to escape.''
"I don't know."
building.
"I'll tell you," said Dick, thoughtfu lly; "I will be ,near at
He stood in front of a good-sized building, and right beside
hand when you enter and will wait till you are coming away,
him was the stoop.
of the jail opens the door to let you o.ut
Suddenly the door opened and a man and a woman a.nd when the keeper
I will seize him and overpowe r him. Then I will take the keys
·
emerged.
cell door and free Reynolds. "
They closed the door behind them a:nd paused on the stoop. and unlock the think
you can do it?"
"Oh, do you
"Father, please save him, won't you?" said the woman, in
"I am ready to make the attempt, at any rate."
a sweet, pleading voice.
"Oh, I hope that you will succeed!"
"I cannot, Frances,'' was the reply, firmly but not unkindly.
"And you, Miss Worthing ton," went on Dick; "I fear that
"It seems to me that you ought to have su.fficient influence
you will be believed to have helped the escape."
with General Howe to save him, father."
"l don't care if they do believe it,'' was the quick reply;
"But I haven't, Frances."
"and I am going to go with Henry-w ith Mr. Reynolds, if we
"Oh, father, he must not die!"
succeed in freeing him! He h!!.s .asked me to be his wife, and
"What is it to you, daughter? "
I-I-said yes, and my place is with him."
"You know, father, he saved my life."
"Very well, Miss Worthing ton; but it willlbe difficult for
"I know, but he almost killed Captain Weatherb y in a duel.';
"Well, it was a fair man to ma11 fight, and he ought not to us to get out of the city."
· "We can do it somehow if we can get Henry out of the jail."
be punished for wounding the captain."
"I think so."
officer
British
a
wound
"No American peasant can seriously
"By the way, you haven't told me who you are, sir."
and hope to get off with his life, Frances. Suppose, for inname is Dick Slater."
t'My
stance, that a peasant we:?"e to wound me!"
"I have heard of you, and now l know who you axe, I have
"But the captain was to blame, father. H:e insulted Mr.
confidenc e that our plan ffii/.Y succeed."
Reynolds at the time he saved my life and then hastened up greatwill
do my best to make it succeed."
"I
there for the purpose of killing the y~mng man. • It was wrong
"Ah, there comes father!"
of him, and he deserved the treatment he received."
Dick hastened to get ou.t of sight and the colo.nel came
"Daughte r, I am afraid you are more deeply interested in
across the street and handed his daughter a slip of paper.
the handsome young rebel than is wise for you to be."
"There's your permit, Frances," he said, not unkindly; "and
"I would naturally be interested in the man who saved my
l will say that I am gl.ad :that this will be the last time you
life at the risk of his own, father."
the young reb:el."
"I suppose so, but you betray un?sual intei:;~.st. I r.ath~l' will seefather!
and he saved ID¥ life!"
"Oh,
think that, for your own peace of mmd, and mme as well, Jt
".He could not do less. Any man wo,uld have done the
will be a good thing when the young rebel has 'been put out
same."
of the way."
"But not every man could have done it, father. He is so
"Oh, father!"
strong that he stopped Filiefly right on the hria:ik .of the preci"I mean it, Frances."

I
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pice, but I don't think many .men are strong enough to do
"This way,'' said Dick.
s.uch a thing."
He,led. the way to the home of the man who had permitted1
"Oh, well, he could not have done otherwise, and is not him to leave his horse in his stable.
deserving of anything other than thanks for it."
Dick routed the man out and told him he had come for his
The girl said no more, other than to ask if her father was horse.
going to accompany her to the jail.
"And I want to hire a couple of horses of you for a couple1
"Yes, I'll go to the door with you, but I won't stay, as I of my friends, sir," he added.
have some other business to attend to."
"How do I know that you will return them?" was the query.\
"Very well."
.
"You know me, Mr. Solger,'' said Henry, who luckily was
They set out in the direction of the jail, and Dick followecf. i:i.cquainted with the man. "I'll guarantee their safe
return."
When the jail was reached the colonel knocked on the door.
"Ah, is it you, Henry Reynolds?" the man exclaimed; "all
It was opened by the keeper, who asked what was wanted. right, you shall have the horses."
The colonel expla:i-ned, and the girl was permitted to enter.
"And put a side-saddle on one, Mr. Solger,'' said Henry.
T-!ie~ the officer turned and strode back u,p the street.
"All right; I'll do so."
Dick then advanced and took up his position close to the
Half an hour later the three rode away toward the north.
door.
They rode swiftly, for they did not kno\'lf but even now the 1
"I'll be on hand ready for business when the door opens," redcoats might b~ coming up that way in search of them. It
he murmured.
was more than likely that the escape of the prisoner had1
He had a waihof about half an hour, and then he heard been discovered ere this.
the jailer taking down the bars.
They reached Henry Reynolds' home without having heard
He stepped forward and took up his position at a point he any sounds of pursuit, however, and they were given a warm
deemed best suited for his purpose.
wekome by Henry's mother, who was wild with delight overl
The door opened and Frances Worthingto n stepped out; the rescue and safe return of her son.
she paused to say something to the jailer, and Dick took advanta!\e of the oppo;rtunity, and leaped through the ·opening
and seized the astonished man by the throat and bore· him to
the floor .
CHAPTTR XII.
.The jailer W{l.S a strong man and st1·uggled fiercely but
Dick had succeeded in getting him by the throat and he ~ould
A WEDDING.
not make any outcry.
The girl, with rare presence of mind, re-entered the jail,
"I don't know just what to do, Captain Slater."
closed the door and put up the bar.
"Will you take advice from me, Mr. Reynolds?"
Then she watched the struggle with dilated eyes, she feared
"Yes, indeed!"
that Dick might not be successful.
"Then ·my advice is that you come with myself and Liberty
·
She need not have feared, however; Dick was a powerful Boys up into the Highlands."
youth, and he had secured a hold that was deadl.y.
"And bring mother and Miss Frances along?"
. The jailer happened to be alone in the office, which made
"Certainly. "
it a battle between the two, and in less than five minutes
"But where could we stay?"
Dick had choked the man into unconsciou sness.
"I know a splendid place. There is a widow living up there
Then he l1ound the jailer's arms and legs and placed him with her daughter. She has a good-sized house and will be
in the little office.
glad to take you in."
•
This done, he took the keys and tul"Iled to the girl.
"That will be fine!"
"Show me Reynolds' cell," he said.
"Yoes, and if I were you I would call in a preacher and be
"This way, Mr. Slater."
married to Miss Frances at once."
The girl led the way upstairs and along the corridor. She
"You think--"
stopped presently in fron~ of a door.
"That her father will make strenuous efforts to find her
"This is the cell."
and take her back to the city, and if she is married to you
1
Dick unlocked the door and opened it.
he cannot do anything."
Sure e nough, there was Henry Reynolds.
"I will do as you say, Captain Slater."
He looked up as the door opened, and then he leaped for"Very well; get your most valuable belongings together at1
ward with a joyous exclamatio n as he caught sight of Dick once, and we will start for my encampmen t. Then we will
and the girl.
head up toward the Highlands without loss of time."
"Then you did succeed!" he cried, delightedly .
"We will do so. But I must see a neighl>or and have him
"Yes,'' said Dick.
return the horses to Mr. Solger."
"Yes, Henry!" from the girl.
"Yes, that must be d<Jne."
"Thank heaven! I may escape the doom that the British
Henry did this, and then he and his mother secured their
intended for me after all!"
more valuable possessions and were ready to accompany
"Yes, I think that you will escape it, Mr. Reynolds,'' said Dick. Henry had three horses, and
these would be ridden by1
Dick.
them.
"Thanks to you, Miss Wor-Fran ces."
They were not long in reaching the Liberty Boys' encamp"And to Captain Slater."
ment, where they were given a hearty welcome by the
"Come," said Dick, gently; "the sooner we get out of here youths.
the better and safer I will feel."
The Liberty Boys were delighted to know that Henry had I
"We are ready to go,'' said Frances.
been rescued, and were doubly pleased to know that the
"Yes, yes!" from Henry.
British colo11el's daughter had come away with him and wns
They left the cell and made their way along the corridor to be married to him.
'
and down the stairs.
"Jove, that is all right, Dick!" said Bob, enthusiastic ally.
All was quiet.
"How I would like to see Colonel Worthingto n now. I'll
If the jailer had recovered his senses he was not making wager that he is the maddest
redcoat that ever landed in
any noise about it.
America!"
Dick took down the bar and opened the door cautiously.
Dick laughed.
He looked out.
"Likely you are right, Bob,'' he said.
No one was in sight.
"I'm sure of it. But you say that Henry and Frances are
"The coast seems to be clear," he said; "come!"
going to be married as soon as we get up to Mrs. Sprague's
He stepped out of doors and the others followed.
home?"
They closed the door behind them and moved swiftly but
"Yes."
cautiously down the street.
.
"I've got a better scheme than that, Dick."
"Let u s go around by way of the East River," said Dick;
"What is it?"
"I think it will be easier to slip out of the city in that direc"Why, we will just about get to our homes this evening and
tion than in any other."
will camp there overnight, won't we?"
.
"We leave that to you," was the reply.
"That is my intention."
Dick led the way, and an hour later they were in the Bow"Well, you know old Parson Meredith lives only about half
ery Lane, having succeeded in slipping out of the city. They a mile from your house."
•
had had hard work getting past the sentinels, but had manDick started.
aged it at last.
"You mean, Bob, that--"
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Alice laughe d happily .
"You sugges t to Henry that we would like to haye them
"So do I, Edith! " · she said.
. It
mariget marrie d at ~our home,_ or a~ mine, this very ~;'enin~
After supper Parson Meredi th was sent for, and· Uie
would pJease Ed1th and Alice m1ght1ly, old fellow!
Henry Reynol ds and France s Worth ington '"as solo:f
riage
"So it would, Bob." .
emnized.
ho.me
"Btoacl1 the subject to Reynol ds, Dick."
It was a happy party that was there in the Slater
"I will, and he'll be glad 'to take advant age of the oppor- that night.
ess,
~unity, 1 know."
Edith and Alice were radian t in thefr joy and happin
portion of their
large
a
that
"I sbould think he would be."
doubt
little
be
can
there
and
and
ny,
"Yes, and as you say, Alice and Edith will be delight ed,
happin ess was due to their anticip ation of a likethceremo
they will make it pleasan t for Miss Worthi ngton."
would'_some clay be perform ed there when ey would
which
·
"You may be sure they will!"
be the happy princip als.
"How about you and I getting marrie d to AliGe and Edith
.
.
at the same time, I!ob?" with a smile.
it
"I'd like it, old fellow; but we are soldier s, and I guess
will be best fot us ,to wait ·until the war ends before getting
CHAP TER XIII.
!marrie d."
Bob."
so
guess
"I
THJ; REDCOATS OObT·ED.
11ot
Dick Slater' and Bob Estabr ook lived on adjoini ng farms
tes and
his depart ure
far from Tarryto wn,-an d had been friends and playma
'£he marria ge was over, the parson had take11 and
Bob's
having a
ng
schoolm ates all their lives. Dick's sister Edith was
laughi
,
taiking
were
folks
young
the
and
was
the front door.
on
g
'sweeth eart and promis ed wife, and Bob's sister Alice
rappin
loud
a
came
there
when
time
good
two
/Dick's sweeth eart and promis ed wife, and this made the
Dick went to the door and opened it, to see a British colonel
of each
.youths yery dear friends . They though t ~s much
g- there.
standin
have
s
other as though they were brothe rs, and either would
The officer looked past Dick and caught sight· of France
lly.
cheerfu
most
other
died for the
was.
that
ngton
Worthi
and
.
The Liberty Boys were now at work breakin g camp, to
He brushe d past Dick and confro nted the young woman ,
_the subJect
·
/Dick went to Henr~ Reynol ds and b!oach ed it
ed.
exclaim
s
France
r!"
"Fathe
Jiim. Hem·y was delight ed, and told Dick that would please
"Franc es! undutif ul . daught er!" the colonel said, l·epi·ov
.
him greatly to be marrie d at pi.ck's ho1;ne. Captam
SlaLer, · rngly.
at
"lt is kind of you to offer tins sugges tion,
Dick, peering out, saw a force of British trooper s out
and rest as,h e said. "You have done a great deal for me, you."
·
the gate.
!sured that if eve1: I get the chance I will repay to do what
He motion ed to Bob, at the same time closing 'the door.
· "That is all right, Mr. Reynol ds, we ,are glad ted in your
"What is it, Dick?" asked Bob, as he dre·w near. the gate;
1we can for patriot s, and we are especia lly interes
's a Gtro11g force of British dragoo ns out at up close
"There
yqur
be
to
is
colonel
British
a
of
er
affair, becaus e the daught
the boys to get r.eady quickly and come
tell
and
go
."
colonel
the
outwit
you
help
to
\\·iJ'e. We are eager
and be ready to attack the redcoa ts when
house
the
behind
"
Slater!
n
Captai
.
.
"You are very, very kind,
·
"
comes.
time
the
·
"Don't speak of it." .
Bob hasten ed out of the house by
and
Dick,"
i;ight,
"All
had
Dick
what
her
told
Then Henry went to Fi:fnce s and
the rear door,
sugges ted.
Meanw hile Colonel Worthi ngton was talking to his daugh'
·she was delight ed.
ter.
home,
s
Slater'
Captain
oJ'
"You say ·we are to be marrie d in
He explain ed that he had come northw ard in search
\\ill be
d, and had been told
land that he has a sister and a sweeth eart there who that
deserte
home
ds
Reynol
the
found
had
her,
is
Hem'y,
gone
glad . to make the event a joyous one? Oh,
by nei~hbors that th~ Reynol ds arv:I a young lady had
,
a rebel.
tedly
indeed pleasin g news!"
undoub
man,
young
a
with
y
compan
m
,awa;r
his
and had
"I told him I knew you would be glad to accept of
He nad followe d on the track of the Liberty Boys,
offer, France s!"
met Parson Meredi th, who had told them on
tally
acciden
"Yes, indeed! "
the Slater home
t~1e being questio ned that he had just been to
Soon the Libe1'ty .Boys were ready to start, and thell
he had marrie d Henry Reynol ds and France s Worth ~
where
force set out.
·
rode fogton.
Henr)· -and Ml's. Reynol ds and France s Worthi ngton ed
I have come to take you back home Fi'ance s ''
now
"And
in
protect
most
be
to
as
so
near the center o! the part)',
in conclusion; "and I am going to take Hem:v·
said
colonel
the
Tories.
or
case of an attack by redcoa ts
to the jaH he escape d from!" ·
back
s
eynold
R
.
d
reache
Boys
Liberty
the:
and
r,
J?O
!if one were seen, howeve
"Never , father! " the young woman cried. "I will not
the homes of Dick and Bob withou t inciden t. of Dick's home 'back! And. you shall not take Henry back!"
back
timber
'l'hey went into camp in the
"But I must and '"ill, France s! Get ready at once."'
of
and Mrs. Reynol ds and France s were talcen into the ho1i1e
stepped fo1~ward and confro nted the colonel. thi~ '! "
Dick
.
t o do
Mrs ..Slater and were ~iven a wann welcome.
your pardon , sir, but how are you goino·
beg
"I
and
D1~k
by
told
"'
. Edith Slater and Allee Esterb rook were
.
quietly
asked,
·he
·
i;igton,
Worth1
s
Bob tl1e story of Henry Reynol ds and France
"Easily enough . sir!"
be m~n'1ed at
a~d when they learned . that the two w~re to.
'.'You will have to do it by force, if at all."
and
Dic}'c's hoID:e that evenm g they were wild with delight
rr. "
·'Well, I shall do it by force, if necessa
.
.
. ,, .
ex~1temen~. .
"But are 3' 0U sure that you can do it"'"
·
Oh, tlus 1S lo,vely, Dick! cned Allee, throwm g her anns
·
"I am."
you
about the youth's neck and kissing him.
"You must 11ot be too sure. How strong a force huve
with
kiss
the
d
returne
he
And
d.
laughe
he
is!"
it
"So
along with you?"
interes t.
"One hundre d and fifty trooper s."
a while, or
"Say, I enjoy that sort of thing myself once in her.
"That is not a sufficient force, six."
"You
·
kissing
and
Edith
seizi11g
Bob,
oftener ," laughe d
"It is not?" skeptic ally.
that
of
g
anythin
when
<:old
the
in
out
shall uot leave Bobby
I have one hundre d men, and we can easily hold ou1·
"No;
you!"'
tell
sort is on the tapis, I
t your force."
agains
own
took
they
and
s,
France
to
ced
introdu
Edith and Alice were
d peasan t soldiet·s equal to on e hund red a ncl
hundre
"One
for
too,
her,
d
admire
They
once.
at
a great liking to her ng
king's finest troope rs? "
the
of
fifty
her
fol
home
her
and
father
her
her braver y in deserti
"Yes."
g for
fover. 'l'hey felt that they would do and dare anythin
"Bah! It is .folly to talk that wa y !"
what she had
Dick and Bob, and the;y- admire d France s for
it is noL roll y."
1
1
'Very well; but- we will prove to you thut rout
them ver y
'
we will
done;
lves
themse
sho'i\'
men
your
"If
How
t!
to-nigh
house
"And there will be.a weddinl$' fo our taking
."
quickly
to
go
to
leave
was
lovely! " breathe d Edith, a2 Ahce
At tlii s instant there came the sound of l'ircarm s to"ard
her home for supper . .
"What cloes that mea11?" the colonel cried, turn:i~g
time!
some
a.t
.- "ft is nice, Edith .. But it wil9be nicer when,
door bas iil1-.
the
it?"
won't
you«
· 1.n the future, there 1s anothe r one there,
"It n1c:ii~ i; lh~t Lhe encoun lc1· is taking place 1Jet.1Vee;n "anrl
double .wed. ''Yes, indeet1, Alice; but. I hope it will be
1'1.'ton." said Dick. majetlv
Worthi1
Colonel
niin~.
a.nd
.
.
d!rui'!"
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as thi s is m~r home and you are in it, and as yom· daughte1·
is high in niy i;egards a s ihe wile of my friend, Henry ReyCHAPTER XIV.
uo[ds, 1 suggest that we t\\·o remain here and leave our men
to fight it out."
l!\' SEARCH OF' AN O'l'Hl!:R GAN G.
" No, no! I am going to join my men and command them!"
and he rushed out of doors.
"ls Dick !:Hater here? "
"I will join my meu, then, and command them," said Dick,
"Yes; there he is."
:ind he, too, rushed out of doors, followed by a cry from
"Ver~- well; I have a message for him."
!•'ranees.
It was the day after the arrival of the Liberty Bors rn
"Oh, Captain Slater, spare my father, if you· possiblr can! " th~ Highlands.
was what the young woman said.
A man had ridden into camp, and it was evi<;lent that he
·
had been riding swiftly.
"Certainly, Mrs. Reynolds," replied Dick.
He had dismounted and a sked for Dick Slater.
Then he was out and quickly joined his meif.
He r,ow advanced to where Dick stood and was gi\'Pll a
The two forces were exchanging volleys at a lively rate, cordial
greeting.
. and so far only a comparativ ely little damage had been done
"You have a message for me?" Dick queried.
by the redcoats.
"Yes; from the commander -in-chief."
Suddenly there was a lull in the firing, and Dick realized
The messenger drew a letter from his pocket and handed it
lhat the weapons of the Britisl1 had been emptied'.
to Dick.
"Charge the redcoats, Liberty Boys!" he cried. "Charge
The youth opened the .letter and read the contents.
them and fire as you go!"
"Vl' hat is up, Dick?" asked Bob, eagerly, wl1en Dick had
'rhe Liberty Boys, each being fitted out with four pistols, finished
reading.
still had a volley in reserve, and ther fired this as they dashed
"There is work for us, boys.1'
toward the British troopers.
"Good!"
.
They gave utterance to a wild yell, immediatel y after
"It
is
in
the
Highlands
about twenty miles up the H11dfiring the Yolley and then on the air rose the cry:
son."
"Down with the king! Long live liberty!"
"What is there to do. old fellow?"
This \\·a s too much for the redcoats.
"There
another gang to run to earth, one like th~ MulThey had expected an easr victory, but had instead been lins gang is
that we captured."
hanclle<l very severely, and they were now completely de"Hurrah!" from Bob.
moralized.
"That will give us work tQ do, sure enough'!"
'l' hey ran to their horses, leaped into the saddle and dashed
"I am glad that we are not to be idle!"
·away down the road.
"That is something interesting ."
The Liberty Boys set up a shout of victory.
Such were a few of ' the remarks.
They were \\·ell pleased with the result of the encounter.
"When will we start, Dick?" a sked .:IIark Morl':i son.
Th e) looked around and counted twenty troopers dead and
"Right away."
t ,-elYc mo1·e or less seriously wounded.
"That's right," from Bob, ''there is no need of tlela~·The Liberty Boys had beeu protected by :the house and by ing."
trees and stones, and none had been killed, but seven were
Dick turned to the messenger and said:
wounded.
"You may return
the commander -in-chief and tell hin
.\m ong those who were \\·ounded was Colonel VI' orthing- that I said we wouldtoattend
to the matter at once."
lon, but his " ·ound was not serious.
"Very well, Captain Slater."
'· Do you think they '.Y:ill come back, Dick ?" asked Bob.
Dick then went to the house to tell the Spragues and
The youth shook his head.
Reynoldses the news.
" · o, they got more than they bargained for, and will not
Henry said he would go along and 11elp the Liberty Boys
want any more."
but Dick saw this would be disappointi ng to Frances, and
The wounded were taken into the house and their wounds said:
•
\\er e dressed; Frances assisted in dressing the wound of her
"No. we don't need you, Mr. Reynolds, and I think you
rather.
will be doing better service by remai11ing here and l6oking
"Sec \\·hat you ha Ye done, Fran·ces." he said, pettishly; "by after the \YOmen folks."
your undutiful conduct you have come yery near causing your
"That's what I think!" said Frances.
fath er to lose his life."
"All right; you are two to one," laughed Henry.
. "1 can't help it, father. You should not have followed me."
So it was decided 'that Henry was to stay.
He started to chicle her further, but she placed 'her hand
After some further com·ersatio n Dick bade them goodby
over his mouth and said:
and took his departure.
uy·
t 't t lk f tl
. d .11
When he got back to the encampmen t the youth::; were
ou mu~ n
a -, a 1er. y' ou \YI'll• get exc1·t e d an
w1 almost ready
to start.
11ave feve'r.
. .
.
The messenger had taken his depa1ture.
He saw .the r eas?nablene::;s .of tl~1 s and sa.id. no 11:10.re.
Twenty :tninutes. later th. e Liberty Boys mounted and rode
Meanwlule. the Liberty Boys we1e engaged m burymg the awav
toward the north.
dead troopers.
Th.
· tl b t f
· ·t
This was quite a task, but it was finished at last.
e~ were m ie _ ~s. o spin s.
. _ .,
.
• . ,.
Then .the horses of the dead and wounded 1·etlcoats were
The~ had been. wo 1kmg along . the Hudson seve1al 11 eek.,,
caught and taken and placed where the horses of the Libe1ty now and had enJoyed the work
um1:1ensely. And now tbe~·
!Joys were tied.
":er~ ~o have the .Plea~ure of getting after another gang
Next morning the question came up regarding whether or smular to the Mullms gang.
~ Frances should go on and leave her father.
They had to go slowly, for the country along the Hudson
no .
.
was very rough and broken.
Dick .adnsed her to do S?·
.
It was getting well along toward evening when they
"It ~v1ll be. best to cut entrrely loose from lum, J.\:lrs. R~y- reached
the point they were aiming for.
nolcls, he sa~d; "and you may rest assured that he w1!l receive
They selected a good place and went into camp.
ever y attention at the hands of my mother and slSter for
"We will take it easy here till we get our bearings," said
r our sake."
D' k
·
"Then t will go on '.Vi~h you to the pface we started to go 1They did not attempt any work
that evening, but got set·
to. I reel that you are right. abo~_t the matter."
.
in camp, and they went to bed early and slept soundl~
So 1.-Len ry Rcynol.ds and h.1s w ! 1c and niothcy accomparue d tied
til I morning.
.
ih c L1he1-ty Boys 111 tbe ~reciion of the Highlands whe11
Then Dick named about a dozen of tl1e youths who wer~
they ro<lc ~\Yay that morrung.
to go
in various dfrections and make im1uiries of the
They arnve~ at the .home of the Spragues that evening settlersout
regarding this gang of robbers.
an<l were cordially received~
"Try and get baclc to camp before noon, boys,H was. Dlck'e
Mrs. Sprague and Bertha told t11e three that they were parting instructions .
" ·cl come to stay there as long as they chose.
They said they would <lo so.
"1 knew they 11·ould be glad to haYe you, Mr. Reynolds,"
Dick l1imself went out on the ex peuii.ion ,
said Dick.
He inquired
SC\C'ral hou flci' :ind :-0 0 11 learned constdt~
'l 'hen the Lib,, rt}· Bors we11t i nlg camp abou\. a q1wrtcr of ;i able that was .oat
f interest .
nule from the Sprague home.
He learned thot the band w ~ "' a larger oms than tll.4
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"Now, I wonder if there might not be a good hiding-plac e
Mullins gang, and that it was made up of desperadoe s and
a band of despera:loe s somewhere up that stream?" .he
for
redskins.
murmured.
told
man
one
settlers,"
the
of
few
a
"They have killed
He stood there perhaps a minute, and then muttered:
him.
going to see what is up there, anyway."
"I'm
Dick.
said
then,''
"They are a bad lot,
He entered the mouth of the ravine and had not gone
"Yes, ye bet they air!"
far before· he saw footprints.
"You have no idea where they have their rendezvous ?"
"By Jove, this is a regular path!" he murmured.
"No; only thet et mus' be surwhars within five· miles uv
He became excited at once.
heer."
"I'll w.ager that I am on the right track!" he thought.
"What makes you think that?"
He moved along at a fairly swift pace.
"Becos th;ey hev be'n workin' all aroun' in this naborIt was uphill work, but he was a good walker, and had
hood."
no difficulty in making his way along.
"Well, we'll find their hiding-plac e sooner or later."
He rounded bend after bend, and found that the ravine
_
"I hope ye wull."
narrower the farther he advanced.
Dick went back to the encampmen t and found that most grew narrower and still
to be seen.
The tracks were
of the youths who had gone out on the same errand that he
Indeed the tracks were so thick that he found himself folwas on had returned.
path.
They all had the same story to tell, and their experiences lowing a regular
Bob was not of a cautious temperame nt, like Dick.
·
coincided with that of Dick.
He was impulsive and hot-headed.
"They are in this vicinity, and now it is for us to find
He usually acted first and then thought about it afterthem,'' said Bob.
ward.
"That is what we must do, Bob."
It was so in this instance.
"And when found-wel l, we will know what to do with
He did not make haste slowly at all, but nioved right
them."
he were going to see a friend, instead
That afternoon about :fifty of the youths went out to along just as though, happening
upon a nest of enemies.
of, in all p1·obabi!ity
search for the hiding-plac e of the desperado gang.
the ravine and found himin
bend
a
rounded
M
Suddenly
not
did
but
directions,
all
in
thoroughly
They searched
perhaps three acres, and
of
consisting
valley
little
a
in
self
,
for.
looking
find what they were
feet in height.
eighty
to
sixty
bluffs
were
around
all
or
sooner
succeed
"we'll
grimly;
Dick
said
"No matter,"
or basin, were three goodvalley,
little
the
of
center
the
In
later."
size<I log cabins.
"That we will!" declared Bob.
Near the point at which Bob had entered the basin stood
"Yah, ve vill fint dem, und dot is so!" said Carl Gookena dozen rough-looki ng men, and they quickly leveled
half
spieler.
one cried out hoarsely:
"An' whin we do it's mesilf is wushin' thot dhey make a muskets at Bob and feller!"
"Surrender , young
loively foight av it," said Patsy Brannigan.
Bob stopped and stood there 1 oking at the ruffians wit,h
"I think you need not worry on that score," said Sam
·
rather a surprised expression 01 his face.
Sanderson.
"Hello!" he exclaimed; "who are you fellows?"
"No," agreed Mark Morrison; "there will likely be a
"Et don' matter who we air. Ye jest lift yer han's up
good fight when we get after them."
above yer head, young feller!"
"I hope that we find them soon,'' said Bob.
Bob hesitated.
"You must learn to have patience, old fellow," said Dick.
upon the encampmen t
"There isn't much patience in my make-up," was the grin-, He realized that he had stumbled
had come up into the
Boys
Liberty
the
t
tha
gang
the
of
ning reply.
capture or put to rout, and he hated
The night passed quietly, and next day the youths pursued Highlands to find apd
captured by them. He much prebe
to
himself
permit
to
before.
day
the
on
as
the same tactics
to the encampmen t with the
return
and
away
get
to
ferred
searched
and
homes
settlers'
the
at
inquiries
They made
secured.
had
he
information
find.
could
they
places
ay
in all the out-of-the-w
But he realized that to make an attempt to get away
Still, they were unsuccessfu l.
be extremely hazardous.
would
result.
without
day
They worked hard all
The ruffians had their muskets leveled and could fire inThey found no signs of the hiding-plac e of the band.
would do so there was no doubt.
"N ever mind, we may be successful to-morrow, " said Dick. stantly, and that they
doubt that they would succeed in ·
any
be
there
could
Nor
Dick,''
side,
bright
the·
on
look
"You are always ready to
down.
him
bringing
l!aid Bob.
Bob could act with judgment when the occasion demanded
"And why not?"
it.
"Oh, it is as well, I guess."
•
He did so now.
"I think it is better."
"I surrender," he said.
"I guess you are right; but I tell you, I am getting mighty
"Up with your han's, then!"
·
impatient.~'
Bob raised his hands above his head.
"Oh, we couldn't expect to come in here and walk right
"Thet's good,'' said the spokesman of the party, approvto the hiding-plac e of the gang."
got enny weepins."
"No; they would naturally hunt as secure a place as pos- ingly; "Jim, go an' see ef he hezone called Jim. "Don' ye
"Uv course . he hez," said the
sible."
see, he's er rebel sojer."
"Of course; but w~'ll find them sooner or later."
"Yep, I see et."
"I hope it'll be sooner,'' grinned Bob.
Jim advanced and relieved Bob of his belt, which contained four pistols.
"Whut'd I tell ye?" said Jim triumphant ly, holding up the
"jest look at them, wull ye? Ther youngste1· is armed
belt;
CHAPTER XV.
ter ther teeth!"
"Now tie his han's," ordered the spokesman .
BOB IN TROUBLE.
.Tim produced a big bandanna handkerchi ef and tied Bob's
together.
"Now, I wond~r where those scoundrels have their head- wrists
"Now let's take our ketch over ter ther cabin an' let thJr
quarters, anyway?"
er look at 'im."
Bob Estabrook was making his way slowly along the bank cap'n hev
.Tim and the spokesman led Bob across the oµen ground
of the Hudson River.
to one of the cabin.
He was walking alo11g on the sandy beach.
Opening the door, they ushered Bob into the cabin, which
Presently he ca me to a point where a small rivulet came
pr-0ved to contain about twenty men. They were all rqughbounding along through a rift in the bluffs.
any, and
The rift was indeed a na rrow r avine, and it wound and looking fellows, too, desperadoe s if ever there were
a few of them were redskins.
twisted this• way and that.
At the father end of the room sat a big, black-whis kered
It was impossible to see more than a few yards up the
who, Bob divined at once, was the leader of the
ruffian,
ravine.
little
rivulet
band.
the
of
course
th.e
up
looked
and
stopped
Bob
The two men who. had captured Bob led the youth ri.ll:ht
thoughtfull y.
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up to this ~·1,lffian, all the others starin,g at the prisoner in
"I'm willin'," the leader averred; "ther question is, hb\\
open mouthed amazement.
shall we kill 'im ?"
The leader of the band glared at Bob and then looked
"I've gpt an idee," said one.
inquiringly at the two captors.
"Le's 'fleer et, Joe."
"Whar did ye ketch ther blamed rebel?" he asked.
"W'y, le's stan' ther youngster up erg'inst the.r wall an'
"He walked right inter ther basin, Cap," .rephed one.
then stan' off an' take turns shootin' at 'im, ter see how
"Oh, he did, hey?"
close we kin come without killing 'im."
"Yas."
"Ugh! An' Injuns throw tomahawks an' knives!" said an
"Never even stopped ter knock on ther door, hey?"
Indian.
'
"Not er bit uv et-haw, haw, ha.w!"
"Yas, thet'H be er purty good way," said the leader.
The majority laughed hoarsely, as in duty bound, in rec"Et'll result in his death, Cap, fur ther reason thet s.ome
ognition of the wit of their leader.
uv us wull shoot er bit closer than we 'intended, sooner or
"Who air ye?" the leader of the gang asked, fiercely.
later, an' then et wull be good-by reb !"
"A ma!\; who are you ?'1 replied Bob coolly.
,.
"Thet's so. All in favor uv doin' thet, say I."
He was a youth who would not let an enemy have a
"I!" came in a roar. ·
chance to crow over him. He ntight be in a tight place,
"Thet settles et. Now when shall we do this?"
but they should not have the pleasure of knowing that he
"Right erway!"
realized it.
"Tei' on ct!" .
"Oh, ho, yer e1· man, air ye?" grinned the r uffian; 'fwaat, ef
"Yas, ]e's don' wait!"
yer er man, I'd like ter know whut er boy would look like
"Kill 'im an' make shore uv 'im !"
whar ye corne .frum."
·
"Yas, yas!"
Bob made no reply.
Such were a few of the exclamations.
"Waal, reb, whut air ye doin' up heer?"
"All right," the leader said: "I'm willing'. Lead "'im out
"I'm just here for my health."
uv doors, some uv ye, an' station 'im over erg'i:nst ther
This was said in a cool, offoand manner.
ba sin~wall.
Then some uv ye .go an' tell ther res' uv ther
"Jest heer fur yer health, hey?"
boyH whut is ter be done, so they kin have er han' in et."
"That's what I said."
"All right, Cap."
"Waal, then, all I kin say is thet ye b ev picked out er
There was a general exodus from the cabin, and Bob waE
moughty pore place ter come to fur yer health. young fel- Jed out betw.een two of the ruffians and taken to the wall of
ler. I'm kinder thinkin' thet ye'11 fin' et ennythi11' but healthy the basin and stationed there.
heer."
His arms were bound but his feet were free.
The entire gang laughed hoarsely at this.
Still, it would be folly to try to brealr. through the f~rce
Bob did not seem to be greatly impressed.
of ruffians, of whom there were at least seventy-five, whites
"That may be," he said coolly; "I often make mistakes." and reds.
"W'a al, ye sartinly hev made .e r mistake this time."
'.!,'hose in the other two cabins had been informed of wh9-t
"Perhaps so."
was on the tapis, and had come hurrying to the spot, eager
"Thar hain't no p'raps erbout et; et's er fack. But, tell to
have a hand in the "sport."
me whut ye wanted heex."
The leader of the gang stepped in front of Bob and said,
"Nothing in particular. I accidentally stumbled upon with
a leer:
your encampment."
"Hev ye ennythin' ter say afore we put an' end ter ye,
"Ye wuzn't lookin' fur et?"
young feller?"
·
"Oh, no."
"Only this, sir: 'l'hat if you kill me it will be the dearBob thought this little fib excusable.
est piece of work you ever engaged in."
"Whar's ther res; uv yer gang?"
"W'y so?"
"There are no mo1·e."
"Because my comrades will never rest until they have
All was fair ' in war, Bob was sure.
1
killed every one of you scoundrels!"
"Bah! Ye kain't make me berleeve thet."
"Haw, haw, aw! They'll never rest, then, fur they'll
"I shall not try to make you believe it."
never kill even one uv us, ter say nothin' uv ever' one."
"Et wouldn.' do ye enny good ef ye did."
"You will find that you are mistaken," said Bob quietly.
"I suppose not."
At this moment the door opened and a dark-faced ruffian
"We'll resk et, hey, boys?"
.entered. Be looked somewhat excited.
"Yas, yas!"
"Whut's ther news, Sam?" the leaaer asked.
"Ye bet!"
"We hain't skeered!"
' "Thar's er hunderd rebels camped erbout two miles down
ther river frum heer, Cap!" the man cried.
"Not er bit uv et!"
"I guess thet when et comes ter killin', we'll be · able ter
The leader looked leeringly and triumphantly at Bob.
"I tho rt so!" he said.
kill ez menny uv them ez they kin kill uv us."
Such were the cries, and Bob realized that it was useless
to try to impress them.
CHAPTER XVI.
"They feel secure here, and are not afraid," he thought.
The Liberty Boy realized that if he escaped death at the
IN DEADLY DANGER.
hands of the ruffians he would undoubtedly have to do it by
There was a brief period of silenee.
his own exertions:
The ruffians glared at Bob fiercely.
And that this would be an extremely diHicult thing to do
It was plain that they would not hesitate to put the youth he was well aware.
to death if they took the notion.
/
life was dear to him, and he was determined not to
Bob saw that he was in great danger, but )le maintained <;lieStill,
if he could help it.
his calm, unperturbed demeanor.
He glanced around him swiftly.
They should not see that he realized that he was in great
To the left and behind him, in the face of the bluff, half.· danger, 'he decided.
by sor.ne bushes, he noted the opening of what seemed
" Ye young skoi.rn'rel, ye said thar wuzn't e_n ny uv ye fel- hidden
to be a cave.
lers aroun' heer !" the leader · finally growled.
The opening was about two feet wide and five feet high.
«Well., there aren't ariy more that I know of."
:Bob had no idea, of course, what the opening led to, or
"Ye jes' heerd Sam say thet thar's er hunderd mor.e down
how deep and large the cave might be, but he made up his
filler river er ways."
!Jllind to make a dash a.n d enter the -cave, at any rate.
"Well, tha.t isn't around here."
It might not do· any good, and then again it mi~ht turn
"Bah! Yer too smart, reb !"
out to be a large cave, with hiding-places, and he m~ght suc"Oh, I guess not."
ceed in getting away from his enemies, at least for a time,
"1 gu.ess ye air!" ·
"Yas, he's too smar-t ter live, hey, -C ap?" from one, with and that would be something gained.
If given time enough, the Liberty Boys would miss him,
a f.erncious gil:in.
make search and might happen upon this basin and rout
-The leader nodded.
"I think yer right, Bill!" he agreed.
the ruffians and ·save him.
·
"Le-'s kill t.her youn·g skoun'rel !" cried another.
Of course, this was a good , deal to hope for, but Bob
''Yas, yas!" was the cry.
would be satisfied if he could stave ofi' death for a few
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Still Bob '''as quiet. •
"I guess we killed 'im, Cap! " in another voice. ·
'·l guess so; er else ther rattler s settled ' im. "
"Mebby er leetle uv both."
'·Yaas ; waal , he's done fur, ennyhow, so we air all i·ighl."
'"Yaas, he sp'il ed our f un, t het's nil his m:ikin' el' brl'nk
er mounted to."
"Thet's all."
Th en Bob heard the sound of footstep s.
Th e ruffians were going away.
"That clears me of them," the youth thought; ' · bu~ not of
the rattlesnakes."
Then he shuddered.
What should he do?
Should 'he remain in the cave, or should he go b ck out and
risk death at the hands of the desperadoes?
He reasoned that if he could remain in the cave till night
unbitten by the snakes he might then emerge and make his
·
esi;_ape.
He listened intently, and could hear no sounds from the
reptiles.
Th en the thought sti:uck him that the plstol-shots and the
rattling of the bullets had frightened . the snakes and the~'
made their way into the recesses of the cave, where they
would be safer.
"That's it, I'll wager," thought Bob; "Jove, I'm glad of it,
and I hope the scar~ they had will keep them in their hidingplaces until I am 31Way from here!"
He made his way back until he was close to the enti·ance. ·
Here he took up his position at a point that would make
it difficult for any one outside to look in and see him and
where he could see fairly well.
This would make him safer, for he could see any of the
snakes that might come near him.
Then Bob settled down to await the coming of night. .
It was a long and tiresome wait, but it was better than
to be put to death by the desperadoes, and he was not disposed to grumble.
Still, patience was not one of Bob's strong po'ints, and as
tf1e hours rolled slowly by he grew very restless.
"This is awful!" he thought. "Will the day never end!"
He thought that it surely never would en<l.
But all things must have an ending, and it was so with
',l1 is day, interminable though it had seemed to be.
Darkness began· to steal over the basin' at last.
Peering out, Bob was delighted to no'te that he could just
: make out the cabins through the dusk.
·'I hope it will be dark to-night!" he thought.
He realized tl1at· he had a hard task before him.
. Jt would be a difficult and cjangerous task indeed to steal
out of the cave, cross the basin and slip out through t he
opening at the farth€'1· s ide unobserved.
Th e fact tbat his arms were bound would make the fE>a t
PVen more difficult of execution.
Cil'APTER XVII.
But Bob was confident that he could succeed.
'J'hat was one of Bob's characterislics, confidence in him Oll"r or TH1~ c.~ vr..
self, and it helped him to pull through often whi>'re othPl'wi se he might have failed to do so.
Then from the entrance came the command:
Slowly it gri>w dark.
"Come out uv thet, yollng ft>ller, er we'll fill ye full uv
Bob was eagn to be out and away.
lead! "
As it gre\\' dark outside it became impossible to distinguish
He waR sUll paralyzed b y the hot·1·or that had taken hold
objects in the cav€', and. Bob felt that it was possible that a
upon him when he heard the rattle of the snakes.
It was lurky for him, perhaps, t haL this was so, for had rattl esnake might come up and bite him wh<'n he was not
looking for it.
he moved he would doubtleRR have been bitten.
Then there suddenly souncled the J'attle of pistol-shots.
He peered out again.
1 The i·uffians had fired, a s they had threatened.
l t was quite dark
The bullets whistled all around Bob.
"I am going to get out of here," he thought; ':I don't want
One just clipped hi s arm, cutting through hi s sleeve. An- to take any more chances on being bitten by the s nakes than
other just grazecl liis leg.
I have to. Here goes, win or lose!"
. Something struck him on the other leg about halfway beHe made his way slowly and cautiously out of the cave.
tween the ankle and the knee, and for a moment he thought
He paused just outside and stood listening intently and
looking all around him.
hoe was bitten by one of the snakes.
He wished to get his bearings as best l1e could befo1·e makThen he reasoned that he \\'.ould have felt the sharp, prickI
ing sensation from the serpent's fangs had he been bitten, ing any move.
It was not as dark as he would have liked, but still it
and guessed that something else had struck him.
The fact of the matter was that a bullet had stnick one would be impossible for anyone to see him unless they· we1·e
ot tl1e rattlesnakes in the head, killing it, and in its death- \l;ithin a few feet o.C him.
Bob moved slowly away from the basin-wall.
tlll.'oes, thrashing around, it had struck Bob on the leg with
Then he decided that the safest plan would be to follow it
its tail.
"Now wull ye come out?" cried the hoarse voice of the around to the point where the little stream left the basin by
way of the narrow ravine, and he moved along the wall keep·
leader of the band.
Bob was quick-witted, and he thought that by keeping still ing close to it, as the dark was more intense ther~ than
and not answering he could make them think he had been elsewhere.
He went slowly, for he did not want to take any clrnnces
killed by the bullets, so he .maintained absolute silence.
of making a noise that would be heard by the enemy.
Hey, in thn.r!"

hours, in the hope that something would then turn up lo
. ave him permanently.
"Ye hee1· whut ther boys say," said t he lea der. "They
hain't skeered er bit."
"They w ill see the time when they will wi sh that they
had been," rel.orled Bob.
" l guess not . Wa al, we a ir goin' ie t· begin now. 1 feel
,:orry .fur ye, r eb, l do fur er fack." But he grinn ed in a
manner tha t showed conclusively th at he was not ve1·y sorry.
Bob, having decided what he would do, was not the kind
of fellow to delay acting.
He realized that. the sooner he made the attempt to get
into the cave the better, so the instant the leader turned
to walk away Bob whirled and darted toward the entrance
·
to the cave.
For a few moments the ruffians and Indian s stood there,
staring in open-mouthed amazement.
This gave Bob just time enough t o r each the entrance to
the cave.
He plunged under and through the bushes and into the
mouth of the cave just as a wild yell went up from the
throats of the desperadoes.
Then. he made out words and heard one stentorian voicP
say:
"Ye fool! Thet cave is full uv rattlesnakes!"
Although imp,r essed with a feeling of horror, Bob did not
stop.
Death might lurk in the cave in the shape of poison from
the fangs of a rattlesnake, but death was sure out in the
basin from the bullets and knives of the desperadoes.
So he chose the least of the dilemmas and kept on going.
He slackened his speed to a walk, however, for it was
dark in the cave, and he did not know what he might run
.
against.
And from an ordinary walk he slowed down to feeling
/
his way along with his feet very cautiously.
Yet this was something fraught with horror, for he did
not know buL that any moment he ·might stick hi s foot
against a rattlesnake and be bitien.
Then he heard voices at the entrance to the cave.
"Come out, ye fool!" cried the hoarse voice of the leader
of the hand; "thet cave is full uv rattler$, an' ye'll be bit er
duzzen times afore ye .know et!"
At this moment Bob heard the unmistakabl e whir-r-r-r-r!
of a rattlesnake.
lt was over to the right, and th en suddenly on the left h e
heard the deadly, metallic-Whir-r-r-r-r!
Then, a lmost like a continuation of the other, from directly in front came the wbir-r-1··r-r! of still another rattlesnake!
Bob pnusi>d and stood t here stock still. t rans fixi>d wii.h
hnnor.
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"I was taken prisoner by the gang we are after, Sam," he
At last he was well around toward the point he was aimc
said; '\my arms are bound yet; cut them loose, will you?"
ing for.
" Yes, indeed! And you were a prisoner fo their :hands?
Here, he judged, he would find some of the desperadoes
Then you know where their hiding-plate is!"
on gua!d·
Possibly some of the gua1·ds would be redskins, and there ' "You're right I do, and I want that we shall go a1HT ni::t1rl'
Bob feared. more than the whites, for they possessed much an attack on the scoundrels right away!"
"It's nearly midnight, Bob."
better eyesight in the night time and their hearing was more
"I don't care· that is all the better· we will he bP\ter able
arute.
'
The youth moved along very carefully, and when only a few to take them by surprise."
"How far is it to their hiding-place?"
yards from the ent1·ance to the ravine he heard the sound of
"Oh, only about two miles."
voices.
"That isn't far."
At least two of the desperadoes were on guard at the mouth
"No; but I'll go in and see Dick."
of the ravine, and Bob knew from the direction their voices
Bob entered the encampment and found some of the boys
sounded 'from that they must be neiµ- the mouth.
"I'm afraid I'll have hard work getting past them," he awake, they having heard Sam's challenge and the voices of
the two in conversation.
·
·
thought.
Dick was one who was awake, and he leaped up and seize<\
.
Jie edg:ed up closer a;nd c~oser.
Bob in his arms and fairly hugged him.
fhe voices sounded right m tront of him now.
"Bob, you old rascal, where have you been?" he cried.
B_o b paused, p_uzzled, regardm&" how he should proceed,.
Bob told him.
He was standm~ there pondermg, when suddenly the door
The youths who heard Bob were excited and were for going
of one of th_e i;abms was th~own ope'n, and by the light of
the candle~ ms1de the. room it was easy to see that a fight and making the attack at once.
"I think we had better do so," said Dick; "for they will
of llome kind was taking place.
The sound of excited voices, of the exclamations of anger . be afraid that Bob has escaped and will lead us to t:heir
' hiding-place."
and the thud, thud! of blows were heard also.
"I rather think they would stay and try to hold the fol't,
"A fight!" cried one of the guards near Bob; "let's go an'
anyway, Dick,'' said Bob. "There are at least seventy-five of
see who is doin' et, Bill!"
them, and the only way to get at them, so far as I know, is
"All right!"
be able
Then came the sound of hurried footsteps, and Bob caught by way of the little, na1Tow ravine, and they ought to
to hold that against two or three times theil'o own number."
a ?,limpse of two dark forms rushing toward the cabin.
"That's so; but we will go up there and i·econnoiter, any' Now is my chance!" thought Bob.
And he leaped forward and dashed into the mouth of the way."
"That's a good idea, and it may be that it will be a good
ravine.
As he did so he ran plump against somebody, and both plan to wait till daylight before making an attack."
"I think that we will do so, for I am of the opinion that
went down, Bob rolling over and over.
we can get on the top of the basin-walls and do some sharpshooting that will make the desperadoes sick."
"It is possible; though if they stay in the cabins we won't
CHAPTER XVIII.
be able to hurt them."
BACK AT CAMP.
"Well, if they stay in the cabins, then we can rush down
enter by way of the ravine."
and
The party Bob had upset gave utterance to a guttural ex"That's so."
clamation, . which told the youth that the person was an InDick ordered the youths to get ready for the expedition,
dian.
and they were not long in doing so.
Bob was determined that he would make his escape, Indian
Six were left to guard the encampment and look after ihe
or no Indian, and he leaped to his feet and bounded on down horses, the rest going on the expedition.
the ravine at the top of his speed.
Dick and Bob were in the lead, and as they walked along
He heard the redskin give utterance to a yell, but this only Bob told Dick the ·story of his adventures in detail.
·
made hirn run thP faster.
"Jove, you had a narrow escape from a horrible death when
It was so dark he could not see where he was going but by you were in the cave surrounded by tTie rattl esnakei:;!" exgood luck he managed to follow the path nearly a hundred claimed :Oick.
yards beforf' he lost his footmg. Then he slipped and fell
"Yes; likely I would have lost my life if the ruffians had
headlong to the ground, having gone over a small precipice.
the volley into the cave; the sound of the fi rf'arm~
an<l he struck in such fashion as to i·ender him unconscious, not fired
frightened the reptile ~ bark inlo
How long he lay there he did not know, but he came to and the rattle <Af theofbullets
the cave, I think."
the deeper recesses
finally, and it all came back to him.
"Yes."
He wondered if the rerlskins and desperadoes were in the
An hour later they were malcing their way up the 1·:.1vine
vicinity looking for him.
the basin.
· He listened as well as his throbbing head would permit, leading to
They proceeded slowly, for they did not know hut lhf'y
but heard no sounds to indicate the presence of anyone oea1·
might encounter some of the members of the baml at any
at hand.
for lhe coming of the
" [f they pursued me and looke<l !01· me they missed find - moment. They might be out watching
ing me," he thought w.ith some degree of satisfaction. "It is enemy.
They did not encounter any ~f ihe despr>radoes, how<>vf'r,
possible that the fall may have been a good thing for me,
until they arrived at a point i1ear the mouth of the ravine,
after all, for likely they would have caught me otherwise."
and then they discovered that a large boniire was burning in
He rose to his feet and began moving slowly along.
the mouth of the
He managed to climb up the slope leading to the pathway the basin, perhaps twenty _yards from
along the little stream, after some hai·d work, and then he ravine.
The Liberty Boys understood ·what this WM for.
made his way slowly along. ·
'l'he desperadoes were determined that the rebels should
He felt his way now, .for he did not want to take another
not enter the basin without having to run the gauntlet of the
tumble.
Nor was there any need of haste, seemingly, for every- light made by the fire, when the ruffians, hi<lcten back in the
darkness would be aple to shoot down a goodly number of
thing was quiet.
Half an hour later he emerged from the little ravine and the attacking party.
"That settles it; we will have to 'wait till daylight to make
was on the sandy beach of the Hudson.
"Now I know which way to. go, all 1·ight," the youth an attack," said Dick.
"Yes, that is what I feared," said Bob.
thought.
"Oh, well; it is all right; we have them in· there pracHe moved along at a fair pace, and was soon threading his
·
tically bottled up, and if we don't rapture them it will be
way through the timber.
very strange."
ThTee-quarters of an hour later he was challenged:
,
"That's right."
"Halt! Who comes there?"
"We will just settle down here and wait quietly till morn"It is I-Bob," the youth replied, and· immediately there
ing.''
was an exclamation of delight from the sentinel.
"Come right along here and give an account of yourself!" · The Liberty Boys were used to all kinds of work and had
spent many hours in patient waiting on more than o:oe occawas the cry; "where have you been so long, anyway?"
Bob recognized the voice as b!-'longing to Sam Sanderson. sion and could do it a~ain .
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It was a dreary affair, waiting, however, but at last the
sun came up, and it was daytime again.
Dick at once began work.
He left fifty of the youths to guard the ravine, while wjth
the other fift-y, he climbed the sides of the ravine and they
distributed themselves along the top of the bluff overlooking
the basin.
TJ:tey had been careful in doing this, and had kept back out
of sight, and now the first intimation the desperadoes had of
the presence of the rebels on the top of the basin-rim was
when the Liberty Boys fired a volley down upon them.
The youths had taken good aim, and, being expert marksmen, twenty at least of the ruffians and redskins went down,
dead and wounded.
This created the wildest excitement and consternation
among the desperadoes.
They rushed into the cabins and closed the doors.

CHAPTER XIX.
ANOTHER GANG CAPTURE;D.

The youths bridled and saddled their horses, l:\nd an hour
later they were on the move.
The prisoners had to walk, all save the wounded ones, who
were carried between two ho\·ses in blanket-hammoc ks.
It was a slow and tedious trip, but North Castle was
reached the middle of the next day.
The prisoners were t';lrned over to the patriot army to take
care of, and then the Liberty Boys went tnto camp.
.
Dick went to headquarters to report to the commander-mchief.
Gen~ral Washington greeted D.ick cordially.
"You got my message, Dick?" he said.
"Yes your excellency."
'
"And you acted on my suggestion?"
"Yes, sir."
"With what success?"
"We captured the gang in. question, sir, and have brought
the prisoners here."
.
"You and your Liberty Boys have done exceednfgly well,
Dick, my boy!" he ·said. "I am proud of you."
Dick blushed, for he was a modest young ~el]:'w.
. "
"We have done the best we know bow, S il', he said; we
always try to do our full duty."
''And you always succeed."
After some fu.i-ther conversation Dick asked the commanc;ler-in-chief what he wanted them to do next.
"At present there is nothing else for you to do, so you may
continue your work along the Hudson," was the reply.
"Very well, sir."
. .
.
"You have about put a stop to the Tories m thell" w01·k of
robbing and pillaging, have you not, Dick?"
"Yes sir we have captured the two largest gangs, and
those a'.t wo~·k now are scattered about in small parties."
"Well, keep after them till you force them all to stop
work."
"Very well, your excellency."
A little later Dick saluted and withdrew.
.
.
The boys were eager to hear w.hat the commander-m-ch 1ef
had to say regarding their work.
"He says that we have done fine, boys," said Dick.
"He is right about that," s1;1Jd Bob.
·
The others laughed.
"I guess Bob is right," said Ben Spurlock.
"And what are we to do now?" Mark Morrison asked.
"We are to go back into the Highla~ds a:id ke~p right on
with the good work along the Hudson, replied Dick.
"But we have cleaned the desperndoes all out of that neck
of the woods," said Bob.
"Well, the greater number."
.
·
In a fight with some Tories and Indians, John Sanders, the
Liberty Boy who had fallen in love with Bertha Sprague, was
killed. Bertha, who returned John's love, was almost heartbroken.
All the Libe.nty Boys grieved also, for J olm was always so
lively and jolly that they missed him greatly.
The youths gradually worked down till they were at the
Reynolds home. The 1'.ouse had not been burned •. but it had
been rifled and everything of value had been earned off.
They then went back up a.i:id encamped near the Spra~e
home.
:ij:emy Reynolds and his wife, Frances Worthington that
was, were very happy, and they were ~xceedingly glad to see
Dick.
The Liberty Boys worked along the Hudson another week
after that, and then a 10.essenger came from General Washington, instructing them -to go over into New Jersey to help
the patriot army over there. They went at o;nce, and thus
ended their work in the Highlands.
As soon as it was &afe to do so, which was nearly a year
later, Henry Reynolds and his wife and mother returned to
the Reynolds home to live.
.
.
.
The colonel finally became reconciled to the mevitable, and
.even called on his son-in-law and enjoyed. visits to his daughter's home.
Captain Weatherby was incapacitated fox active senrice.
by the wound Henry Reynolds had given him in the duel, and
ihe resigned and returned to England.

The other force of Liberty Boys moved ~P the ravine as
soon ,as they heard the .firing and were quickly at its ~outh.
"Don't make an attack on the cabins," Dick calle<l to Bob,
who was in coi11mand of that portion of the force; "they could
kill a number of you, and we could not do them much damage."
•
"All r~ght, Dick," replied Bob; "but what shall we do?"
"Just stay there quietly for the present and hold the
ravine. We have them bottled up and they ca"(lnot escape us.
We will take it easy and not risk losing lives unnecessarily."
"All right."
The desperadoes fired a volley or two at the youths at the
mouth of the ravine, but the distance was too gl'eat and no
ctama!fe was done.
Seemg that it was a waste of ammunition, they ceased
firing.
"If we could get them out of the -cabins we would have
them <lead to i·ights," said Bob.
"I'll tell you what let's do, Bob," said Sam Sanderson.
"What?"
"There's a bow and ar,rows," pointj.ng to where a dead Inclian lay; "let's set fire to some arrows and shoot them into
the clapboard roofs o~ the cabins and set them on fire."
"The very thing!" cried Bob; "Sam, you are a gepius!"
One of the youths ran a)ld secured the bows and arrows
and the plan of setting the arrows on fire and shooting them
into the roofs of the cabins was car;:ied out.
Nearly all the Liberty Boys had had more or less prac.~ice
with bows and arrows, and were expert enough for the purpose and succeeded in setting several burning an·o,\>s in each
of the roofs.
·
The fire burned down to the clapboards, caught there, and
soon the roofs were blazing.
'
Dick and the other half of the force now came down and
joined Bob's force, for the desperadoes might be desperate
enough to try to make their escape through the ravine.
The r uffians and redskins stuck in the cabins till the roofs
were on the verge of falling in on them, and :then they come
rushing forth.
They dashed straight toward the mouth of the ravine, firing as they came, but they were met with such a storm of
bullets that they turned and ,ran in the other directio:r;i.
"Surrenderf" crfed Dick, sternly; "you cannot escape. Surrender, or it will be tlie worse for you!"
'The leader of the gang decided that this was the truth, anq
turned and called out:
"We surrender! Don't shoot no more!"
"All right, we won't. Come forward and throw down
your arms."
1
The ruffians and redskins did as commanded, and the.n
their arms were bound and they were made prisoners.
"Whut air ye goin' ter do with us?" asked the leader.
"We are going to take you to North Castle and turn you
over to the army," replied Dick.
This wa;; evidently anything but pleasing news, but they
-could not help themselves, so th~ desperadoes· did not say'
anything.
The Liberty Boys burned the dead ruffiar:s and India.ns and
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS AT
then set out for their encampment, takmg the prisoners
along with them. They forced the desperadoes to carry their HACK.ENS.A.CK; G!, BEATING BACK THE BIUTISH."
wounded comrades, of whom there were five.
"When do we start for North Castle, Dick?" asked Bob. .
o~
"Right away."
"All
ri~ht."
,
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CURRENT NEWS
A mysterious woman, living alone in a cabin in out her family. So far, the chicks have not yet set
the sand dunes of Porter County, Ind., has attracted their feet on the ground, and the old hen carries
attention. She takes daily lips in Lake Michigan their food up to them. The owner highly prizes
without a bathing suit. She is said to be either a the hen, and will allow no one to disturb her unique
'
Chicago teacher who disappeared two years ago, or abode.
an heiress of Walla Walla, Wash., who has been missThe trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
ing from her home two years.
McGregor, Iowa, have taken effective means of
of
•
Sunday attendance in posting the follow·
inducing
HaLa
of
Ridgway,
A mule belonging to Claude
in the churchyard: "It cost the Methonotice
ing,
was
hay,
on
subsists
usually
which
and
Cal.,
bra,
found r ecently making away with a half-grown dist Church considerable to maintain · a drainage
chicken. In spite of every known inducement to de- ditch around the church in order to keep the water
sist, -he cont inued to munch chicken 'until the last from flooding the basement. Parties are in the
feather had disappeared. Whenever he has a chance habit of digging earth worms in this ditch, which
Icause~ the water to run into the basement. This
now, he dines surreptitiously on spring chicken.
practice must be stopped at once. By order of the
I
How an old hen t hat 'had built her nest in their church boar?." Anglers say the trustee's know the
thresher and was not disturbed from her motherly I churchyard is the only good place t~ d~g worms in
duty by the grinding and wiiirring of the machineiJy ~!~Gregor, _and that no one can go flshmg Sundays
is an incident being related by Scott Brothers, of without bait.
near Bentleyville, Pa. More than seventy-five bushA cave in which, on a solid rock wall, there is the
els of grain had been sorted from the straw and imprint of a human hand as if it were made when
chaff, when they had occasion to examine the inside the rock was plastic has been discovered on the
of the machine. To their surprise they found the farm of John W. Weist, in Dry Rock Canyon, eight
hen covered with dust and chaff, sitting on her nest. miles northwest of Vernal, Utah. On the rock are
all sorts of hieroglyphics, and the cave contained
A heavy draught horse of Allentown, Pa., enacted the skeleton of a child wrapped in bark, Indian fashthe role of a picketpocket recently. The discovery ion. In removing ash heaps, Weist found corncobs,
of the horse's crime was made by his driver, Wayne a few grains of corn and an arrow of cane spiked
Wenner, who, while driving along the street, saw a with greasewood. He regrets ,now that he did not
gold watch and chain dangling from the animal's preserve the kernels of corn and plant them in hope
tail, and the theory is that as Prince switched his that corn of an ancient culture might be again protail to keep off the flies he extracted the time-piece duced, but at the time he thought, of course, their
from the vest pocket of a pedestrian. Wenner ' is presence among the ashes precluded the possibility·
looking for the owner of the watch.
of life germs being retained. The arrow was kept,
but the bark-wrapped skeleton was put' into a five·
The new German War Usury Bureau has justi- gallon can and buried.
fied its existence by uncovering widely ramified food
frauds, according to reports received at London.
Roger Newton, a University of Wisconsin graduThe frauds are said to involve a half dozen leaders ate, of Globe, Ariz., has discovered that his · wife
and 100 accomplices, wM smuggled hundreds of tons he married nine years ago, is his sister. Newton
of wheat, rye and barley flour from the Province whose real name is George Porter, is the son of ~
of West Prussia to Berlin, where it was sold at a carpenter in Spokane, Wash. When his father was
profit of 300 per cent. The flour was concealed from injured, George was placed in an orphanage. He
Government stock takers by shipping it on night was, adopted later by Howard Newton, who moved
trains as potatoes or machinery. Among the men East. His adopted parents educated him at the
involved were Government officials,
University of Wisconsin. After leaving college, Porter, who had taken the name of Newton, i·eturned
the Pacific Northwest. While in Portland, Ore.,
to
the
on
hen
Perched twenty feet in the air, an old
married Miss Elizabeth Porter. The other day
he
Can.
John
Marshal
States
United
former
farm of
non Short, of Georgetown,· Del., has hatched out ten Newton found a locket in an old trunk. He opened
chj.cks where the whole fam ily is now ma.king their it and found a t intype of his parents. When he
2€rial home. 'fhe nest is in a large tree and is showed it to his wife, she fainted. The picture
reached by a forty-foot ladder which iies against was one of. her own father and mother. She had
an adjoining building. The hen ciimbed the ladder known of a brofaer, but had ne".er heard what had
and made her nest in the tree, and there she hatched become of him.
\
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THE RISE OF REUBEN
OR

THE FORTUNES OF A FARMER BOY
By RALPH MORTON
(A SERIAL STORY.)

•

,

couldn't pernuade her not ier go. l\1ebbe ther letter
CHAYrER XV (Continued).
A week passed. lt \Yas a 'very busy time at ·the- will explain."
Reuben opened the letter and read it. Melinda
Bigelow farm . Reuben's mind was ever filled with
briefly:.
wrote
thoughts of Melinda. But a fortnight had slipped
by before he was able to pay a visit to the Wiggin
1 "MY DEAR REUBEN-We were for many years as
cabin.
brother a nd sister. I shall always think of you
Ii " ·as just dusk, and Reuben's heart was beating
your kind heart. It is better that I should go.
and
ljke a trip-hammer as he approached the cabin. The
remain with Madam- Marchesi and study
shall
I
light still shone in the window.
She has very kindly taken me in charge.
her.
with
Reuben tapped on the door, and it was opened
me ungrateful for you1· kind offer
believe
not
Do
by Dan Wiggin. The woodsman gave a stare an.d
But it is better not. May your
behalf.
my
in
exclaimed :
and your life a happy .one is
successful,
be
future
"It's Reuben! Come in, my lad!"
Melinda."
of
wish
best
the
Reuben stepped into the cabin. At once he beReuben sat like one stunned. The letter feli from
l!amc impressed with the fact that something was
. his nerveless grasp. When he arose finally he stag.
.
wrong. . .·
. The W 1ggrns ·\Yere constramed and qmet. The I gered with sudden faintness . But he reached the
!arrne1~ boy?,;vas puzzled and finally asked: "Where door, and was able only to say in an inarticulate
, way:
"
. .·
. . . .
1s ,~eh:ida .?" . .
. , w· . · , I th k
"G 00 db D r ·c-.. 00 db , M18
l\'telmda . exclaimed W1gg111, m su1pnse. Don t
an
iggm · ·
·
- J'
an ·
- y,
,.e know where she is?"
you for a ll ·'"
,
"No,' ' replied Reuben, with a sudden dull foreThen_ he wal~ed away i~1to the · night and doi;v~1
boding. "Is she ill r
trail. Comm &: t o t he highway, he went on until
the
been
has
"She
.
"She is not here," replied Wiggin
he reached t he Bigelow house.
gone a month."
Reuben crept into bed a little later, but it was
"Gone!" ejaculated Reuben, ,,·ith a sudden weaknot to sleep. He lay awake for the rest of the night .
ness in his knees. "Where has she gone?"
When morning· ~ame, h: went down _to. breakfast
. Wiggin looked at his wife; then he r eplied :
"She went away with the madam. I don't mind p~le and haggard. Mr. Bigelow was sittrng by the
wmdow.
tellin' ye, my lad."
"Well, Reuben,'' he said, cheerily, "we shall begin
Reuben.
exclaimed
?"
"With l\'Iadarn l\Iarcnesi
harvesting to-day. You have done well this summer,
"'l'hen she has gone to New Yo1·k?"
going to raise yo;.1r pay five dollars per
j and
.
.
·~1 reckon so."
.
·
I• or some moment:::i Reuben was silent. Strange month.
Reuben went forward and placed a hand on Farthoughts filled his bosom. What did it all mean?
A sense of utter loneliness t:ame upon him. He mer Bigelow's shoulder.
"Mr. Bigelow," said Reuben, in a feeling tone,
had nevei· realized befor e what it meant to have
Melinda away from him, not even knowing her "I want to thank you for all your kindness to me.
I will stay with you through harvest time, but as
whereabouts.
.Just then Mrs. Wiggi11 plat;ed a letter in his hand. soon as it is ornr, I must leave."
·
"· i i is 1'l'Om Meli nda,;' she said.' "She lcf~ it for I Farmer Bigelow started Yiole11ily.
"Leave!" he gasped. "Oh, neuben, I ihoughi j'Oll
\-Ou.'
.
"BuL l tlon'i under;:;tand," said Reuben, rnoppin'g l would stay with me."
"I must go!"
)e1·::ipiratio11 from his brow. Why has Melinda gone
1\•ithout seeing me? I thought Rll plans had been ' ''Eui what are your plans'? · What " ·ill yot_1 do ?
Work is 11ot easy to tind. You had better remain.''
·
11ade for her."
"l cannol,'' said Reuben, as i r wiih insph·ation.
!
Wiggin and his wife shooh the!l' hea<l:,;.
"l don't rl:uow, la.d ," replfo<l the wovcbnwu. "We i "It is n et;e:::>sa1· ~- !,haL I : :i huu ld be up a11d doing.
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For some while he seemed to be wrapped in reflection. Reuben wondered why he was so inquisitiv e.
Finally the explanati on came.
"Better try Bosting first, my boy," said old Cy,
in a fatherly ·way. "It's nuthin' like so big a city,
but it's a better place fer ye at first. Ye'll get on,
I l·eckon, if ye try. Now I'm kinder interested in
ye, Reuben. I've got a brother in Bosting in ther
hotel bizness. I'll give ye his card, an' jest like
enough ye kin make a start with him."
Reuben was greatly pleased. He thanked old Cy
and put the card in his pocket. Though he little
dreamed of it at the moment, this was destined to
lead him into importan t adventure s.
1
The stage rolled on over the picturesq ue Aroos- .
took road. Taverns .and ·small villages came in their
turn. People climbed aboard the stage and alighted
again every few miles.
C.HAPTE R XV J.
Far off in the distance the rocky peak of old
could be seen. For miles on either hand
Katahdin
'l'ROUBLE.
INTO
GETS
REUBEN
Ueu ben remained at the Bigelow farm until the stretched the primitive forest.
Reuben could not but feel a slight tinge of homelast of the harvestin g. This was the last of Septemsickness as he rode on. He was leaving behind him
ber. The early frost was turning the leaves.
TheIJ. one day he bade good-by to his good friends all the tender associatio ns of his life.
But there was one great ray of hope that was
and swung himself aboard the stage for Houlton.
·
him on. This was Melinda.
leading
size.
any
of
town
This was the nearest
leaYin
purpose
sole
Reuben's
For, the truth was,
The thousand dollars which Reuben had been
He felt
given by the bank directors, he had in bills of large ing the Aroostook was to find Melinda.
on
explanati
full
a
make
and
her
see
must
he.
that
that
felt
He
denomina tion in a belt about his body.
past.
the
cf
I
.
prospects
good
with
he was starting out in life
All that afternoon the stage rolled on toward
But the world held wonderfu l vistas to the country
Cy reined
boy. He had never visited a city. He was wholly Houlton. It was evening when finally old
Tavern
Houlton
the
of
door
the
to
up
horses
the
unfamilia r with that side of life.
out.
climbed
travelers
dusty
and
tired
the
and
in
and
farm
the
on
All his days had been spent
Reuben was a little stiff from his cramped posithe woods. He had read somewha t ,and heard much
the tage
of this new life. But its reality was to be a reve- tion, but he lifted his carpet bag from
tavern.
the
entered
and
rack
lation to hi111.
of a
Old Cy Harris was the driver of the antique yellow ;-. !h:. Aroostook taverns in those days were
n,
lumberme
d
red-shirte
of
gang
A
type.
pr1m1tive
horses,
six
his
over
whip
the
stage. He cracked
planks
the
porch,
wide
the
on
and Reuben was whirled away out of Presque Isle or river-driv ers, were
of which were pitted with the marks of their spiked
and into a new life.
shoes.
Reuben sat 011 the box beside the stage driver.
In fact, Houlton was filled with these men, 011
Old Cy was a shrevYd old fellow, and as he regarded
would not
the country boy from the corner of his' eyes, he their way into the woods, '\Vhence they
do"·11 the
brought
freshets
spring
the
until
emerge
smiled curiously .
Penobthe
followed
They
Bangor.
to
logs
of
drives
he
"Goin' down ter Houlton, be ye, Reuben ?"
branches.
its
and
scot
asked.
Th:i's was a life which had always fascinated
"I am going further," said Reuben. "l ho11e evenReuben.
tually to visit New York."
These rivermen pursued a perilous calling. and
"Old Cy whistled softly.
large wages. There was somethin g in thei1
received
"Know anythin' 'bout ther city?"
to tempt a rugged, adventure -loving boy .
life
wild
much."
very
"Not
During the evening Reuben met with a number
. "Humph'. I reckon ye'll come back in a leetle
the lumberme n. One of these wa~ a forema:i.
of
.
~hile ."
tried to induce Reuben to join his g·ang. Renwho
"]
lip.
his
"Perhaps I will,'' said lleuben. biting
powerfull y tempted, but he declined.
was
ben
fast."
learn
shall
T
l>ut
n,
know I'm a gJ'eenhor
"I am going to Boston," he said.
'"What be ye goin' tc1· do fer a livin' ?"
"Eh?" said the boss of the gang, whose name \Yo.lo' ·
'"f haven't decid ed yet. I shall seek work as soon
Leary. "What be ye goin' ter. do in Bostm1.
Jack
<V [ gel th er e."
my boy, without an y money? .Jobs arc skurcl', ;rn
"\¥hat kind or work ?''
ye'll find it a hard 1ifo.''
"Any kind thaL is hories L. ··
(To be· continued )
chuckled..
::ind
hip
\\
~
bi
er::iC'kecl
rlrh-f'r
stage
The

'I'here are wider fields of endeaYor for me. I cannot always be a farmer's boy. ' 1 must rise, Mr.
Bigelow. It may be a hard fight, but I will '\Yin.
I must rise."
The old farmer felt the force of the youth's \YOrds.
He tumed and said:
"Reuben, I appreciat e your motives. You are
right. This is too limited a sphere for you here
on the farm. Heaven is witness, I wish you well.
I shall pray for your success."
"You are very kind, Mr. Bigelow," said Reuben.
''I shall not forget you."
And Reuben kept his word. He would remain
through the ha:r:vest time. Then he would start out
into the world, determine d to work his way and
·
rise in life.
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FACTS WO RT H READING
PRINT ING INSID E AN EGG.
Rivalin g at least, if not transce nding in importance, the famous question asked by a former king
of Englan d as to how the apple got inside the dumpling is the question that Mrs. Sarah C. Williams
of Cross Street, Quincy, · Mass., would like fo have
scientis ts; ornitho logists or anybody else answer .
Mrs. Williams broke 013en an egg recently, after
the egg had been boiled. Inside she, found a piece
. of newspa per about half an inch long and an eighth
of an inch wide. There were a few lines of print on
the paper, and Mrs. Williams could make out these
words, "To be known," · and, undern eath, "go to."
The egg was in good condition.

Even poker playing is becoming an almost lost art.
As an evidence of the falling off in this one-tim e
great nationa l game, it may be stated that few
people realize that there now exists an unprece dented shortag e of poker chips, due to the war
across the seas.
The knowledge of this threate ned crisis has caused
2, world-w ide search to be made for the minera
l
known as barite, which enters largely into the manufacture of poker chips. In the days before the foreign war barite came chiefly from Austria , it is ·
stated.
It is well known to minera logists that the Llano
region contain s many rare and little known metals.
'l'his fact caused a search for barite to be institut ed
here, with the result that 'a large deposit of the metal
has just been discovered ten miles north of town.
The poker chip supply will soon be repleni shed from
this new source of raw materia l.
Barite is also used in the enamel ing of iron and
steel, the manufa cture of paints, the coating of linoleums and oilcloths and the adulter ation of sugar.

MINNE SOTA' 3 WAR SHAFT S.
Minnes ota has recentl y erected monum ents in the
Nationa l Cemete ry at Little Rock, Ark.; Memphis,
Tenn., and Anders onville, Ga., to th€ memor y of
Minnesota volunte ers who lost their lives in the
Civil War· and were buried in these cemeteries.
There are 162 buried in Little Rock, 189 in Memphis and 95 in Andersonville.
Each monum ent consists of a bronze statue of
BE KIND TO THE HORSE .
a private soldier of heroic size, fixed upon a massiv e .Be kind to the horse, says "The Indian Farme r."
granite pedestal. The three menum ents have been Don't berate him because he does someth ing which
dedicated within the last two weeks. The ceremonies should not have been done. Perhap s he had the right
at Andersonville were held l'ecently. The monu- motive, but in his dumb way was m1able to express
ments were contrac ted for after the Minnes ota Leg- it. Perhap s he wanted to help you, possibly he
islature had appoint ed a commission for that pur- meant no evil, though outwar dly he seemed pervers e
pose.
and stubbor n. 1 Give him credit for at least trying. to
.
be good, for there are few horses which are natur. ally bad.
SHERI DAN'S STATU E UNVE ILED IN ALBAN Y.
Many persons take it for granted that when a
A bronze equestr ian statue of Gen. Phil Sherida n horse does wrong he
by J. Q. A. Ward, paid for by joint contrib utions therefo re punish him intende d to do so, and they
for
by the State and Albany, N. Y., his birthpla ce, was aggrav ates the matter, it. Now, ·this action only
and if continu ed will result
unveiled October 7th on the plaza in front of the in an inconig ible animal,
made so solely from misCapitol.
treatme nt by his master. This and this only explain s
Veteran s from all parts of the country , includi ng why some horses are bad.
half a hundre d wh~ served ~n.der Sh~ridan in the
The best policy is to be kind to the horse. ReShe~andoah camp'.11gn, particip ated m the Jcere- membe
r that he is a dumb animal. Don't expect as
mome s-a memor ial mass! a street parade and much unders tanding
speeches by Governor Whitm an and ex-Governor Remem ber that of all from him as you expect of men.
the
Glynn. Detach ments of the regular army, the Na- horse is the most useful. animals which aid man, th.e
Give him credit for that.
~ional Guard, ~panish War vete~a:is, Boy .sco.uts, Don't think
him mean, for, unless made so by man,
_,,000 school childre n and many c1v1c orgamzat10ns he seldom is. Don't
punish him for every wrong he
took part.
.
.
does, for possibly they are not so intende d. Try to
·Genera l Sherida n's widow and daught er were put 'yourse lf in his place
and don't forget that he is
~uests of honor.. The day was observed as a holiday a slave.
'
l)y the proclamat10n of Mayor Stevens .
Be kind to him, and see for yoursel f if your work
does not proceed more smoothly than ever before.
t-,
Follow the Golden
and treat your horse as you
POKER CHIP MATE.RIAL J..i'ROM TEXAS . Iwould wish him to Rule,
treat you if your positio ns were
It has been several years since open gambli ng was Ireverse d. ~nvestigate
allowed in Texas and other parts of the Southw est. say again that kindnes for once, and you will never
s doesn't pay.
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FIGHTING FOR BUSINESS
OR

.

ALL FOR THE GOOD OF·THE FIRM

\

By CAPTAIN GEORGE W. GRANVILLE
(A

~ERIAL

STORY.)

After all, this might be his chance to find out
what Winton was really driving at, he thought.
And he further reflected that if this was a danBut right hei-e the man made a mistake.
gerous place, then Winton could hardly know that,
Harry hailed from New York
since he had shown no familiarity with it.
altown,
"jay"
a
like
exactly
not
is
New York
"Perhaps he actually did get the diamonds," he
though some Chicagoans are carried away with that
thought. "Perhaps he is afraid to tackle 'Archibald
.
.
idea..
Wmton found that It was not gorng to be so easy P.imself for some reason, and he is going to tell .me
all about it and try to use me. Anyhow, I ought to
to pull. Harry in here, there and everywhere .
So at last, after visiting thr~ or four of the be good for him, so I may as well go along."
They accordingly went upstairs, where they were
prominent musical dives on the "levee," where his
moi:ey was wasted, so far as get~ing Harry worked met by an attendant and conducted down a long,
up rnto any reckless frame of mmd was concerned, carpeted corrid{jr off from which many doors
·
he prop.osed that they. ta~e in the theater and after opened.
.Harry saw that the rooms were mere boxes, so
.
that a ht~le supper, wmdmg _up a~ the hot~l. .
And this may. have been Wi:iton s _actual rntenbon to speak, their partitions not reaching up more tha11
then, but, as will be seen, thmgs d1d not work out 1 tel!..feet and all being open overhead.
I Many of them were already occupied, and loud
that way.
talk I~ughter and singing could be heard all over
dragThe play was one of the "knock-'em -down,
.
·
'em-out" kind, a piece which, to Harry's certain the ~lace.
"This is a rough house," thought Harry. "I must
knowledge, had _proved ~n utter failure ~n New
York, although it was billed here as havmg had look out for myself, but then he would hardly dare
. to turn on me in a plac~ like this."
. ..
.
its "100-night run."
He did not feel so sure about' Winton's ignorance
Wmand
it,
m
Harry did not take much mterest
the place now, for 'he was certain he saw the
of
le~ve
they
that
proposed
last,
at
t~is
ton, pe1:ceivingr
before it was nmshed and go for supper, to which fellow tip their guide the wink.
Moreover, they were shown into the last room
Harry agreed.
the left, far removed from the noisy guests, which
on
Winton then led the way some distance up Dearrather suspicious, too.
seemed
"Captain
notorious
born street, turning in at the
of course, was very small, but it was
room,
The
who
tho$e
to
famous
was
which
Black's," a place
knew Chicago for its good cooking and for the bad elegantly furnished.
In the middle of the floor was a table upon which
crowd which hung out there nights.
The long floor space was divided into many booths, a cloth was spread; there was also a lounge, easyand there were also private rooms on the floor above, chairs, steam radiator, etc., all as sung and easy as
where many a man has lost his roll after being you please.
''I will send you a waiter at once, gentlemen, "
filled up with Captain Black's bad. whisky-he .has
plenty of good stuff, too, for those who prefer that said the attendant. "Will you have anything to
drink?"
, kind and are willing to pay.
"Yes," replied Winton, "bring us a bottle of Old
room;'
·~we want a good supper, and a private
whisky and a dozen of your best cigars."
Century
bar.
.
the
said Winton, walking up to
The attendant bowed and departed, closing the
"Upstairs,: ' said the bartender. "Go th:rough that
door behind him.
side door."
"You'll have to drink the whisky yourself, Jack,''
"Oh let's stay down here. What's the use of
Harry. "As I told you before, I am not hitting
said
protested
going to the expense of a pTivate room?"
.
.
to-night."
stuff
the
Hany.
"Oh, th.at be blamed," retorted Wmton; "you will
"Because I want to " replied Winton, brusquely.
"I want to have a good talk with you, Holyoke, and have a drop before turning fa, of course."
~·r neither drink the .stuff turning in or turning
we can't talk down here."
It is \lseless to urge me!'
out.
Harry said nothing.
CHAPTER XXII (Continued ).

1

•
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·'All right. What will you have?" ·
have had great success on the road so far: it would
othing at ·all."
be a pity to spoil your trip."
"Ginge r ale?"
"How spoil it? What do you mean?"
"No, not even that. I don't want to fill up with
Winton sudden ly threw ·hack the lapel of his coat
a Jot of stuff l don't like. Cut it out, Jack."
Hnd displayed a detectiv e's shield.
"Well, you're a queer one, anyhow /' growled Win"I mean that!" he said,
ton. "Whoe ver heard of a drumm er who didn't "You have got those diamonpointin g to the badge.
ds, Holyoke. You will
drink?"
have to give them up, and that is all there is to it.
"Here's on~, then. It's no use to talk .any more I am an officer. Now you know what you are
up
about it."
agamst --see ?"
The waiter came with the whisky, and Winton
"Yes," said Harry4 quietly. "I knew you were
ord~red a dainty little supper.
a detectiv e before I start~d out with you. But you
He put away two big drinks of the Old Centur y are barking up the wrong tree, Jack Winton
. I
himself, and they tackled "the ·supper .
have not got the diamonds, and it is my opinion
Harry was almost afraid
eat, Winton 's inten- that no one knows it better than you know it."
tion to get him drunk had been so evident , but he
"You little fool!" . hissed Winton . "Do you think
could hardly refuse, and as Winton helped himself you can bluff me'? Unders-tand right now that in
freely to everyth ing, he came to the .conclusion that this place you ~re entirely at my mercy. The proLhe dishes could hardly be poisoned, which suspici on prietor is my best friend. If I was to shoot you
had crossed his mind at first.
dead where you sit, no harm would come to me. If
During the supper, Winton never mentio ned dia- you attemp t to leave, you will be seized and dragge d
monds, but after it was over, and the dishes had back here before ,.you reach the stairs."
bee1i. removed, the fell ow began to show his hand.
Harry eyed him in silence.
Taking anothe r drink, Winton lit a cigar and,
He knew that his face showed someth ing of the
flinging himself into an easy-cha4., lie leaned back fear he was beginn ing to feel.
and said:
But for all that, Harry was determ ined to bring
.
"Now, Harry Holyoke, you.and I have got to have matter to a head.
"Don't you threate n me'!" he cried, springi ng up
that talk.· Light up. We can talk better while -\ve
su~denly.
smoke."
"I'm not one bit afraid of you, Jack
"What do you want to talk about?" demand ed Wrnton, because I have not got the diamonds. and
Harry. "We have been talking all the evening. One I believe on my soul that you have."
Instant ly Winton whippe d out a revolve r and covwould think that there was some matter of myster y
ered Harry.
betwee n us from the way yo1.1 put it, Jack."
,
"Sit down!" he said, fiercely. "Sit down before I
"And so there is."
bore a hole through you. Sit down!"
"vVhat do you mean?"
Then, before Harry could say a word, he called
"I mean diamonds, Harry Holyoke," said Winton ,
out
in a loud voice:
droppin g his voice. "Savvy ? Catch on? Oh, you
"Tom
! Oh, Tom !"
can't fool me."
"Well, what about your diamon ds?" retorte d
Harry. "I don't know that the subject particu larly
CHAPT ER XXlII.
interest s me,. since I have not got the price of a
WHO HAS GOT THOSE DIAMON DS'?
::;i.ngle stone."
"Now, come, young fellow," said Winton , in a sarAnd now just what Harry Holyoke looked for
castic tone. "It's not my diamonds, but Mr. Archi- when he heard Winton give that call, happen ed.
'
balcl's l \Vant to talk about, as you know blamed . There was a stir on the other side of the
partiwell."
tion, and Tom Connor s came sliding into the room.
"Hello'." •cried Hal'I'y, "you are back there again,
"Shut the door and push the bolt." ·said Winton .
are you? Upon my word, Jack, you don't seem to "You have heard all, I suppos e?"
be able to get away from the Archib ald diamondS<.
"That's what I have," growle d Connors. "The
d the man has got them back again, what more is boy lies, I snppos e."
to be said?"
"It's easy proved ," said Winton . "I have already
"But he hasn't g·ot th em -back again," replied Win.- been through his grip at the hotel; the diamon
ds
ton, quiet]>· .
are not there, consequently they must be about him
I am in despera te earnest ness about this busines s.
"No?"
Tom."
"No!"
'
"Then perhap s you have got them, you seem to
"I should think you might be," replied Connors,
know so much about the matter. " .
with a touch of sarcasm in his voice, Harry though t.
Winton turned aJild looked Harry full in the eyes. "I am, I know; if I can :restore those diamon ds to
"Who knows that you are talking fool talk . now Mr. Archi~ald I get his ·order. If this fello-w gives
better than you know you.rs elf?" he said, slowly. them up he gets it-see? "
"Be careful , Harry Holyoke! ·I unders tand that you
(To be continued.)
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TIMEL Y TOPICS
·w hile dra\Ying a pail of water from a cistern the
other night, 'Miss Mary ,Sheridan, seventy-five, of
56 West Eighteenth street, Whitestone, L. f., lost
her balance and was drowned. Her sistet, Mrs.
Ellen Sheridan, with whom she resided, found the
body ·when she returned from an errand and we11t to
the cistern to get water.
:.\lore freight passed through th'e Panama Canal

in July than in any month for a year, according to

an official bulletin. Seventy-six vessels passed from
the Atlantic to the Pacific; seventy-three in the re,·erse direction. They paid tolls or $L160,123. Of
the number of ships using the canal in July twentyseven 'were American, seventy-five British and
1ele,·en Japanese.
N early a million persons have been made homeless
by one of the greatest floods on record in that section
of China where the American Red Cross already
has spent $600,000 for flood protection. Reports to
the State Department from the American consul at
. anking said the Hwai River had inundated an
area of 7,000 square miles in Anhui prot'ince. Appeals for aid have been sent out for the homeless.

How a boil brought good luck is a story that comes
to the Industrial Commission from one-of the "i:;e1·yice members" in a Milwaukee factory. A girl in
the fa.dory asked the service worker for adYice
about a .boil on her neck. It was the fifteenth she
had had in a few months. She earned
a ·week.
The service worker took the "girl to the free clinic.
where the physician discovered that .the girl could
speak six languages, including Polish, Russian, German and English. The clinic had been looking for
such a gfrl to help the doctors. · So the girl with
the boil was employed at $18 a week. She is now
getting medical care for the boil and facilitating the
work of the clinic.

*8

A new electric cloth cutting device has a thin,

lcircular knife which revolves at a rate of 6,000 i·evolutions per minute, which carries it through many
thicknesses of cloth which a cutter would not be able
to handle with the ordinary shears; and it does its
work so quickly that its · capacity is limited only by
the ability of the operator to follow the pattern. The
passage of the knife through the material takes the
keen edge off the knife rather quickly; and, in order
to take care of this, a small emery wheel is attached
to the device, where it is always ready for use, so
that the knife may be sharp at all times. The revolving knife is secured directly to the motor and i~
driven by a small belt. The weight of the motor assists the operator in holding it down to the work.

A whetstone and an ax, said to be more than 100
years old, ;vere found imbe.dded in tb.e trunk of a
tree at Sandusky, 0. The tree is known to be 115
years old . .Edward Sh1ith found the avticles cutting
down the tree. It is believed the tree once was hol-1
lo"- near· the ground and the articles were placed in
The possibilities of' utilizing the kaing grass M
the interior for safe keeping, and that the tree grew Burma for paper-making have for some years past
together around them.
been.investiga ted by interested persons, in consultation with paper manufacturer s in England, and jt
Two toes amputated that he might pass entrance is now announced that the com·ersion of this grass
examination to West Point, Harold De Forest of into pulp can be accomplished in a impie and ecoWetmore has been discharged from a hospital in nomical manner. According to The Journal of the
Atchison, Kan. He had what is known as "hammer London Chamber of Commerce, it is expected that
toes"-that is, two toes were drawn back and arrangements will soon be completed for the collecwouldn't straighten out. Those two toes wouldn't ti01 of the grass, its conversion into pulp, and its
pass the examination and he was promised admit- shipment in this form to paper makers in the United
tance in case the toes w~re amputated.
Kingdom. The yield of unbleached pulp is 39 per
cent., calculated on the air-dry grass. This does not
For the last several weeks mountaineP-rs who have compare badly with esparto grass, from which about
made the ascent of Mount Hood have been contra- 43 per cent. of unbleached pulp is obtained. Kaing
dicting the statements of authorities on Northwest- grass grows in great ·profusion in all parts of
ern natural history by reports of having sighted Burma, frequently reaching a height of ten foet.
wild sheep or goats high on the snowfields of the As a paper-making material it may be classed with
peak. A drove of the animals near the summit of espatto grass, and is much cheaper, though the
the snowpeak, huddled under the shelf of a glacial quality of the pulp is not quite so good as that obprecipice, was recently seen by Hans and Paul Hoer- tained with esparto. Esparto grass is to a large
lein, William Marshal, W. B. Arena and Ned Craw- extent cultivated, whereas kaing grass grows wild
ford. The mystery was explained by P. H. Mohr, and is sometimes rank and .coarse. By systematit
::.. young tipper valley homesteader, 'v,ho was in the cutting, however, over pl'operly preserYed areas. a
c:ity 011 bui<iness. "It'~ m.v herd of A11goras run fine1· grass of uniform qualitr can be obtained iu
wild,'' ::mid Mr. Mohr.
a rnr.r short time.
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Good Current News Articles

Increasing quantities of vegetable waxes are being used in the manufacture of candles, boots a;nd
furniture polishes and phonograph records, ~he chief
materials of this kind in common use bemg car- nauba wax, Japan wax, and China wax; such products realize high prices and find a go?d demand. ~
product resembling carna\lba wax is prepared m
Madaga/>car from the leaves of the raffia palm, which
is the source of the bass used by the gardeners.
The wax is obtained from the residues of the leaves
after the bass has been stripped off; it has approximately the same melting point (83 deg. C.) as
carnauba wax, and behaves in the same way toward solvents. Provided that care is taken in its
preparation to avoid inclusion of gritty impurities,
the wax should prove useful to manufacturer s of
boot and furniture polishes.
\

Grins an·d Chuckles

•

I

Ten years ago, while Mrs. Henry Martin con"As I understand it, you lecture on the subject of
ducted a hotel at Millerstown, Pa., a stranger, un- peace at any price." "No. My rates are ~200 per
able to make change, left without paying a bill for lecture."
a night's lodging. She forgot the incident. Recently she r eceived a $1-bill with a note of thanks
Grateful Patient--Doct or, I owe my life to you.
for waiting so long for a settlement.
Doctor-That 's all right, sir; but I cannot take it in
payment of my services.
Wolfram deposits of a promising character, both
•
in quantity and quality, are now being worked exDolly (age eight)-Why does the clock start all
perimentally near the banks of the Miramichi River over again when it gets to 12, Bobby? Bobby-Bein New Brunswick. The American Consulate has cause 13 is an unlucky number, I suppose.
I
been informed by the own~r of the property that
preliminary operations have resulted in the discovIrnmigrant--A t least I am in free America. A
ery of three veins, and that one of these, twenty- man can do pretty much as he .pleases in this counsix inches thick, is now undergoing active develop- try, can't he? Native-Y-e-s ; unless he's married."
ment.
Mrs. Sharp-Those two women don't speak any
Each said that she had the smartest child in
more.
living
for
unfitted
Man has proven to be curiously
Carp-Which was right? Mrs. SharpMrs.
town.
lighthduse,
Ledge
Minot
the
At
in a circular room.
beds, tables, benches, etc., arn fitted to the circu- Neither; I have.
lar sh:;ipe of the tower in order to economize space,
Mother was looking at Bobbie's school report.
and it is reported that five cases of well-developed
Bobbie," she exclaimed, "you have only 74 in
"Why,
mental
lesser
of
cases
of
insanity, with a number
trouble, have developed among men employed there. deportment. I shall have to t ell your fat her." "All
The specialists assert that with no angle on which right. Go ahead and tell him," said Bobbie. "He
it may rest, the eye roves around until the effect was bragging all over town when he got 74 in golf."
I
is maddening.
1
"We were slowly starving to death," said the faexplorer at the boarding-hous e table, "but we
mous
archand
ethnological
of
A remarkable campaign
our boots and made soup of them, and this
up
cut
years,
three
over
extending
explorations,
aeological
has recently been completed by an expedition from sustained life." "Hust! hush! Not so loud," whisthe University of P ennsylvania, led by Dr. William pered the boarders on each side. "The landlady
C. Farabee. The expedition established headquar- rnight hear you."
ters at Para, and from that point made numerous
A lady, going fr~m home for the day, locked everyjourneys up the Amazon and its tributaries, visiting
some thirty Indian tribes, many of which had never thing up, and, for the grocer's benefit, •wrote on a
seen a white man, and carrying out archreological card : "All out. Don't leave anything." This she
excavatiom The party made a rich collection of stuck under the knocker on the front door. On her
burial urns. In some regions these were found rest- return home she found her house ransacked, and all
ing on the surface of the ground, never having her choicest possessions gone. To the card on the
door was added: "Thanks. We haven't left much."
en placed in the earth.
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I teme had appeared. ·
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hirte numbers of the Lan-

Its astonishing success had brought into the
field a hundred would-be rivals that lacked nothing
save Rochefl 'L 's sovereign popularity and nerve to
The sword-fish which laid Rochefort on his tiack achieve a like fortune.
upon his bed of exile has called public attention anew
One of these ephemeral publications was the Into the once famous Paris journalist.
flexibl~, in which men of the passe police abused
It has ·also had the unexpected result of demon- Rochefort as the worst of malefactors.
sh~atiug. the fond indulgence of the French press for
One of the writers was Marchal, called De Bussy,
this spoiled child of journalism.
.
who died drunk in an alleyway.
Neither the intemperate violence of his writino-s
Villemessant, who haq at one time employed him
n~r his. political adventures have succeeded in wholly as a collecting agent, pronounced over him this charahenatmg the affection of the French public.
acteristic funeral oration: "To-morrow they are
The first cause of this indulgence is the admiration going to plant him."
always felt in France for wit and talent.
The other writer was a Pole, a Count de ·stamiFifteen years ago Rochefort wa,s the chroniqueur rowski, known as Stamir.
of the Figaro.
·
Dingy fellows, the pair of the_m.
Someone introduced him to the author of "La
One morning Victor Noir and Blavet, who wei'<l
Dame aux Camelias."
.
then writing for the Figkro, were eating breakfast
"Ah, monsieur!" cried Alexander Dumas "I have together at a restaurant.
just been reading your chroniques. What' a talent
Suddenly, his face pallid, his eyes starting out of
you have!"
his head, Rochefort burst into the room.
After such a commendation from such a mouth a
In his hand he held the last number of the InflexFrench writer can commit a great many follies with- ible.
.
out losing favor.
"Read it!" he said to his two friends in a sharp
Another excuse for the indulgence of the French curiously jerky voice.
.
'
where Rochefort is concerned is his hot-headedness,
As they read, the blood mounted to their forehis chivalrous, blind courage, a quality which will heads, and disgust to their li,PS.
always command Gallic sympathy.
The paper was one loi1g, . villainous diatribe
In fine, the good nature of the man, his sweetness, against Rochefort's daughter, a child of twelve
and obligingness with his friends, his madcap be- years.
havior, have always made and kept him popular.
· "When I raised my eyes," says Blavet, ''to the face
Cham, the caricaturist, who had a great admira- of the father stricken by so cowardly a blow, I was
tion for Rochefort's wit, could never understand his frightened.
eyes glared like those of a maniac."
friend's violence and exaggerations .
"What are you going to do?" we asked, Noir and I,
"No one," he said, in the Lanterne d~ys, "will ever in a breath.
·
be able to co~vince me that Rochefort is not every
"What am I going to do? Parbleu, I am going to
night car:ried off by masked bandits, who force him kill Rochette."
to write these dreadful things, pistol at throat."
"Kill Rochette! You are not in earnest? He is
There is one other peculiarity of Rochefort's char- only the ignorant publisher of the infamies. It is
acter of which the French people give him the benefit the autho!s wh~, deserve an exemplary punishment.
as of an extenuating character.
-not their tool.
.
In the midst of universal skepticism, he has al"I!" c~ied Rochefort; "I compror:iise myself with
ways been a fanatical believer in the family, show- these pol.icemen! thes: escaped _convicts! I cross my
ing a passionate tenderness for his children, which sw~rd with their pomards i I sign for them, even in
gave him a unique sentiment of fatherly devotion. their . own blood, a certificate of respectability!
When, in 1869, he had taken refµge in Belgium, Never! I am going to kill Rochette."
afar from that boulevard which was his life, it was
Say what they would, they could not budge him
his love for his daughter that made him an exile.
from this resolution.
The story is a forgotten one, and was very badly
When his rage was a little calmed, they said:
told at the time.
·
"You want to kill him with all the forms and cereOf the four persons· who knew the truth, Roche- monies, so as not to expose yourself to the enemies
fort has never deigned to open his lips; Victor Noir who spy your every action. We will be your secwas murdered soon after by Prince Pierre Bona- onds."
parte; Rochette, the priRter, in prosecuting RocheRochefort consented on condition that the duel
fort in the courts of the empire, gave a version of should be an immediate one.
the facts that was favorable to himself, and the
The three men jumped into a carriage and were
fourth, l\I. Blavet, a Paris journalist, was not al- landed at the publisher's, Boulevard -Mont Parnasse.
lowed to testify on the trial.
Rochefort by this time had recovered his sang
But he has told the story since, and here it is as I froid, and almost smiled as he climbed the stairs.
we' have it from his own lips:
· After some minutes the printer, who had been noBy D. W. Stevens.
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This was the remark made more than twenty
Wied y his foreman of the visit, made his appearance-a tough-looki ng fellow, .solid as a ·Hercules, years ago by Lhe mother of Mrs. 1\'Iaggie Doyle,
wife of a Fresno, Cal., policeman, when she gave hPr
six feel high.
Victor Noir was no baby, but he looked like one daughler a rag doll.
Mrs. Doyle has kept the doll for twenty years
h.v Lhe side of ·him.
has carried it in her trunk from one town to
and
y.
obsequiousl
smiling
in
came
Colossus
1'he
'':Vlonsieur," said Rochefort, without any pream-1 another. Recently she unpacked the trunk and·
ble,_ "my name i~ Henri Rochefort. l need :n ot ex- found that the stuffing was coming out of the ?oll.
She went to sew up the rip, but pulled out a httle
plam my errand.
containing $180 in gold. Mrs. Doyle's 1:iother
sack
not
do
I
that
"
~ochette,
stammered
"I CO!Jfess,"
died ten years ago.
comprehe nd--"
·
"You are going to comprehend ," interrupted
e
acknowledg
you
Rochefort, turning pale. "Do
A IIl\IIAL IMITATOR S.
having printed in the journal, the Inflexible, of
ts
Experimen in which cats and dogs learn to open
vvhich you are the responsible conductor, an article
have shown that animals and human beings
doors
i nsnlting Mlle. Rochefort? "
greatly in their power .to "catch the idea" of
differ
it?''
of
"Certainly. What
things. Tlie animals thus tested learned so
doing
daughter.
my
is
·Rochefort
Mlle.
it?
of
"What
Do you accept the responsibili ties for these in- slowly and con~nuecl for so long in opening the
doors that they appeared to learn by .some method
/
famous calumnies? "
other than the human way of recalling· and putting
I
everything
for
"I accept the responsibil ity
into practice the movement which haa been successprint."
"In that case," went on Rochefort, who was mak- ful in the last trial.
Similar tests of other animals have proved that ·
ing a terrible effort to restrain himself, "if you are
a man of honor, and I hope you are, things will go on most of them are like dogs and cats in this respect,
smoothly. Your place, your hour, your weapons." although some, raccoons,, for instance, and monkeys,
especially, stand closer to human beings in theii'
Rochette gave a great laugh.
methods of learning.
"Oh, it's a duel yoµ're after, is it?"
Another question bearing up an animal's power
"Unless it is a contre danse."
recall and be guided by ideas is this: Can an
to
Rochefort began to look dangerous ag·ain.
learn to do something new by watching and
animal
I
which
detail,
a
overlook
"But, my dear sir, you
another animal? Every one knows that
imitating
and
Spaniard,
a
am
I
notice.
your
to
bring
to
hasten
in my country we do not understand the duel except animals imitate one another in doing things that
"come naturally" to them-that is, if one rabbit
body to body, knife to right hand, mantle on left."
runs away, the others follow; if one chicken takes
poniard,
dagger,
me-knife,
to
"That's all one
a di-ink, the others ·will. But suppose a chicken is
street
the
to
down
go
us
Let
man.
your
cannon-I'm
shut up in a 1pen with food on the other side and
and have it out without any more delay."
can let itse_lf 0~1t only if it pecks at a string in one
Rochette did, not laugh any longer.
corner, which is attac~ed to a latch. Suppose, furHe stammered some unintelligib le words.
th~t ano!her chick t~at h.as learned how. to
ther,
give
you
"Will
"Yes or no?" shouted Rochefort.
is put m the pen with h1m, and py peckmgout
get
about
you
by
printed
lies
those
for
me satisfaction
escapes; will the. chick that is watching
.stril~g
the
m~r daughter?"
A timid "No" was the response of the demoralized do hkew1se? asks the Washmgton Star.
Experimen ts have shown that it will not. It is
Hercules.
It had hardly been uttered when a vigorous slap not at all helped by the example of its companion,
but has to learn by the same slow, hit-or-miss method
fell on Rochette's mouth.
;<Ah! Monsieur Rochefort," said the giant, sup- that it would use if alone. This is another indicaporting himself against the ,~·all, "that was not tion of the difference between an animal's mind
and the mind of man. A human being would get
right."
The three journalists laughed. Rochefort quietly the idea of the right action from watching others,
but the chicken cannot. ·when the chicken imitates,
rkPw out a card.
it imitates blindly, some simple, natural, instinctive
·
can
you
".lf that slap of mine hurts you monsieUl'.
act, like drinking; it cannot imitate for a reason b~·
please'."
you'
·whenever
~ome for a plaster
Eight days later Rochefort was condemned, on the observin& the fortunate consequences of the act it
unsupporte d testimony of Rochette, to a four imitate ·
It is interesting to learu from experiments on
months' imprisonme nt. He fled to Brussels and the
at a zoo that they, unlike dogs, cats, chickmonkeys
Hugo.
Victo1·
house of
ens and rats, but like human beings, do seem to be
-~--- --•••••----u-~able -to profit by observing one another's behavior.
In a ni1mber of cases one monkey would pull out a
GOLD.
0
HELD·$18
.DOLL
RAG
"Keep this, my child, as it may: come iu handy plug or tug at a string after he had seen a companl ion get food in this way, but not before.
some day."

.
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FROM .4.LL POINTS
WAGNER'S UNIQUE RECORD.
Several of these insects, placed in a glass jar, will
Honus Wagner is unique in baseball in several give sufficient light by which to read the smallest
ways besides being the only man who ever batted for print, and when one rises in the air to any consider.300 in seventeen successive years, and, never being able height, it resembles a beautiful meteor slowlv
a holdout, he has worked for only one man in his crossing the heavens.
·
twenty seasons in major league baseball. He went
A number of them flying through the air in differto work_ for .Barney. Dre~fuss in Louisville in 1897, ent directions on a dark night present a very pretty
~nd ~e is std! drawrng his pay from the same man · appearance, well calculated to excite the wonder, i(
m Pittsburgh in Hl16. No other active player has not the superstitious fears, of a person unacquainted
worked for one man any.,,·here near the same nt1m- with the cause of so strange ·a phenomeno11.
ber of years.
·
SOMETHING ABOUT THE DIGGER INDIANS.
A MYSTERIOUS MAZE.
At Waltham, Mass., there is a maze which is a duThe Digger Indians of California are, perhaps,
plicate of the historic one in the gardens of Hampton the queerest tribe in America. They look as much
~ourt Palace, near London, England. It is a wind- like the African as the Indian race, and their way
mg and confusing group of paths, bounded by high of living presents many strange features. They
hedges; .there are 1,000 trees which were planted in wander around in the deep forests and sleep wher1896. The total len,,oih of all the paths is about one- ever night happens to overtake them. When they
third of a mile, and the shortest path to the central boast of any covering at all, it is nothing but leaves
pool is ~bout one-fifth of a mile. It sometimes takes and grass. They, unlike .the other American tribes,
\'istors more than an hour to find their way to the seem to have no race traditions at all-with one
center; sometimes they ' giYe it up and call for help J exception. An old gray-bearded Digger declares
in finding their way out. ,
that they were once ruled by a white woman called
We-ki-no. From his de cription of this traditional
ruler she must have been on a plane with Rider
.NEW PLAN TO CAPTURE CHICKEN THIEF. Hagga:rd's "She." She was a great enchantress.
Using a little Sherlock Holmes system in otder The Diggers hold her in great dread even unto the
to discover how his chickens disappeared, Harry present day. Any one causing her anger, so the
Stroebe, of Appleton, Wis., concocted a plan to cap- old Indian says, would certainly meet with mysteture the chicken thief. He placed a gun loaded with .rious and horrible torture. We-ki-no, so his story
powder in such a position that when the visitor enter went, lived alone in a hut made of grass and leaves.
the coop it would discharge.
.
She lived on special food carried to her each day
Early in the morning, when all was quiet on by the handsomest man or woman of the tribe, acStroebe Island and Mr. Stroebe was deep in slumber, companied by the youngest infant, and she never
a loud report was heard. Ah, thought Mr. Stroebe, appeared persbnally among the Diggers. She was
my scheme has worked. He immediately proceeded always represented by a tame she-bear. The Digto the scene of action to find a coat tail brilliantly gers are a very peaceful people and never :fight nor
illuminated speeding to safety.
tell lies, but many of them are persistent thieves.
As far as the eye could see the burning coattail They have no use for money as far as buying is
sped on.
concerned, and if they do happen to get hold of a
The thief did not take a chick that time.
piece of silver or gold, they at once bury it in the
JJelief that they may use it after their death. They
absolutely refused to do any sort of work. They
MEXICAN FIREFLIES.
will eat anything-cat, skunk, mink, snake, ants,
A gentleman traveling from 'C alifornia to Vera bugs and certain kinds of worms. The native ants,
Cruz came across millions of fireflies, near J ala pa, big black ones, they are especially fond of. Also,
one of the most beautiful cities in Mexico.
they highly esteem the grasshoppers as a food. ln
He says the road from this point was brilliantly the rough country which they inhabit the cougar or
illuminated with myriads of fireflies. These are a mountain lion still roams,. and the Diggers believe
bug about the size of an ordinary roach, and emit that when dead they become cougars. If they meet
a light almost equal to that of a small wax taper. It a cougar they call it by the name of some one who
· is not the occasional sparkle of the little firefly of has died, and who, they suppose, is embodied in this
our country, but a continual blaze, proceeding from particular beast. If they guess right, they think
the eyes, as well as from two points beneath the the cougar will at once change into the form of the
\dngs.
person named and ull will be well.
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RATTLE SNAKE UNDER CHAIR.
Mrs. Guy Hume had a narrow escape from a
rattlesnak e at Dix's Camp near Paradise, Cal. She
discovered the snake under the chair in which she
was sitting.
Mrs. Hume summoned her husband, who killed
the snake. A moment later, Mrs. Hume spied another rattler and shot at it with a rifle. She missed
and a pet dog rushed at the snake and was bitten
in the ear.
Mr. Hume killed the rattle and had to amputate
the dog's ear to save the animal's life.

•

.RAISES 0DORLE SS SKUNKS .
Scentless skunks are being raised by w. s. E~gleman of Ramsey, Ind. A pen of the animals has
attracted attention at county fairs. Engleman has
been engaged in breeding skunks for several years,
and through a series of experime nts has succeeded
One of his objn prodHcing an odorless polecat.
jects was to raise animals of uniform size and colors
black pelts being the most valuable. He has sue~
ceeded in breeding a kind that shows only a white
spot on the top of the head. The skunks burrow
into the ground and will come out for food when
called.

her ankles. Looking down, the startled woman saw
the polar bear with his mouth wide open as he
was about to yawn. She gave a loud shriek and fled
down the companionway to the steerage quarters
and then fainted.
U. S. DRESSE S SEALSK INS.
For the first time in the history of the United
States this country is handling its own sealskins,
a condition that should have been brought about
long ago, but was not, owing largely to trade secrets
connected with the dressing and dyeing of the furs
which were possessed exclusively in England, says
The Portland Oregonian.
Sea! furs are used more exclusively in America
than m any other country on the globe, and the
United States governme nt has done more to prevent
sea~s from becoming e:ctinct thll;n all the ?t~~r
nat10ns put together. It is due entirely to the m1hative that there is now a growing supply 'of seals
from which to draw.
The total number in the Alaskan herd is now
estimated at 300,000, and it is believed that 100,000
will be added this summer, after which, under moderate regulation , there will be little danger of extinction, such as faced the fur-be~ring seals only a
, .
·
few years ago.

BOY OF THIRTE EN SOLVES A PROBLE M.
A thirteen-y ear-old Minneapolis boy has solved
the p:coblem of the ages. He has perfected a device
to awaken the maid and cause her to close the
windows when it rains at night. The inventor of
the ' ·s hower alarms" is Morton Grant, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. B. Grant.
Wfr~e attached to a bell in the maid's room are
connected by a piece of dry paper, a nonconductor
of electricity.
When rain begins to fall the first drops fall into
a funnel and wets the paper. The paper then becomes a conductor, closes the electrical circuit and
rings the bell.

NEGRO LABOR SOUGHT.
An exodus of negro laborers from Savannah , Ga.,
to the number of more than 1,000 in one movemen t
is arousing the organized opposition of Savannah 's
city officials to the activities of Northern corporations, who have sent agents into the South to lure
laborers North with the induceme nt of higher wages,
says The Manufac turers' Record. More than 2,500
negroes were at the railroad station when the 1,090
laborers were put on board two special trains destined for points along the Pennsylv ania Railroad,
in which interest the movemen t was-- instigated .
Other railroads in the North, where a shortage
of labor exists on account of the drain the European war has made, are also reported as having
,
represent atives in the South, aFd grave alarm is
J
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No. 1. ?!"APOLEON'S ORACULUM AND
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A. comDBEAlll BOOK.-ContaW:iing the great oracle plete ho.nd·book tor making all kinds of
ot human destiny; also the true meaning ot candy, lee-cream, syrups, essences, etc .. etc.
almost any kind of dreams, together with
1'io. 18. HO'V TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.
charms, ceremonies, and curious games ot -One or the brightest and most vatuable
d
llttle books ever given to the world. Everyca~.,s. 2 HOW TO DO TRICKS,-The great body wishes to know how to become beautlbook·
magic and card tricks, containing !ul, both male and female. The secret is
full Instruction on all the leading car<;! tricks simple, and almost costless.
ot the day, also the most popular magical
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVE111uslons as performed by our leading magi- NING PARTY.-A complete compendium of
clans; ev~r;v boy should obtain a copy ot games, sports, card diversions, comic recitathl b k
tlons, etc., suitable for parlor or drawing.Jo ~o ·HOW TO FLIRT.-The ars and room entertainment. It contains more tor
• wlles· oi 11lrtatlon are fully explained by this the money than any book pnbllshed.
little book. Besides the various methods o!
No. 21, HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The
handkerchJef, fan, glove, parasol, window most complete bunting and fishing guide
lllld hat flirtation, it contains a full list ot ever published. It contains full instructions
the language and sentiment ot 11owers.
about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title ot and fishing, together with description of
this little book. It contains full Instructions game and fish.
in the art ot dancing, etiquette in the ballNo. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.room and at parties, now to dress, and tull Heller's second sight explained by his tordlrectldtls for calling olt in all popular mer assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Exlllalnlng
square dances.
how the secret dialogues were carried on beNo. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A. com- tween the magician and the boy on the
plete guide to Jove, courtship and marriage, stage; also giving all the codes and signals.
&lvlng sensible advice, rules and etiquette to
No. 28, HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.be observed, with many ctiTlous and interest- Tllls little book gives the explanation to all
Ing things not generally known.
kinds of dreams, to&"ether with lucky and
No, 6. HOW TO BECOME A.N ATHLETE. unlucky days.
-Giving full instruction tor the use ot
No. H. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
dumbbells Indian clubs, parallel bars, horl- GENTLEMEN.-Contalnlng full Instructions
zental bars and various other methods . ot tor writing to gentlemen on all subjects.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.
developing a good, healthy muse Ie; con tain- -Containing full Instructions for all kinds
Ing over sixty Illustrations.
of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
Ne. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hand- Embracing thirty-five 1llustratlons. By ProHmely Illustrated and containing full in- fessor W. Macdonald.
structions tor the ma1rngement and tralnlng
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND
<>t the canary, mockingbird, bobolink, black- BUILD A BOAT.-Fully Illustrated. Full
bird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
·
instructions are given In this little book, toNo. 9.w HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILO- gether with Instructions on swlmmlng and
QUIST.-By Harry Kennedy. Every lntelll- riding, companion sports to boating.
gent boy reading thli book of lnstn1 ctions
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE A.ND BOOK
can master the art, and create any amount OF RECITATIONS.-Contalnlug the mo~t
ot tun tor himself and friends. It Is the popular selections In use, cO'IDprislng Dutch
greatest book ever published.
dialect. French dialect, Yankee and Irish dlaNo 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self- lect pieces, together with many standard
defense made easy. Containing over thirty readings.
Illustrations of guards, blows, and the dllterNo. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.ent position ot a good boxer. Every boy Everyone Is desirous of knowing what hill
sllould obtain one of these useful and in- future life will bring forth, whether happlstructlTe books, as It will teach you how to ness or misery, wealth or poverty. You cau
box without an instructor.
tell by a glance at this little book. Bu f one
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LET- and be convinced.
TERS.-A. most complete llttle book, containNo. 29. HOW TO BECO]l[E AN IN YENIng full directions for writing love-letters, TOR.-Every boy should know bow lnvenand when to use tl>em, giving specimen let- tlons originated. This book explains them
ters for young and old.
all, giving examples in electricity, hy<iraullcs,
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics,
LADIES.-Glvlng complete Instructions for etc.
wrltlng letters to ladles on all subjects; also
No. 30. HO'V TO COOK.-One ot the most
letters of Introduction, notes and requests.
Instructive books en cooking ever published.
No. 18. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF It contaln1 reel.pee for cooking meats. fish,
ETIQUETTE.-It la a great Ute secret, and game, and oy-ste.rs; also pies, puddings
one that every young man desires to know cakes and a.II killds of pastry, and a grand
all a.bout. There's happi.JleH in It.
collection ot recipes.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, lOc. per copy,
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No, Sl. HOW TO BECOME A SPE~
ER.-Contalnlng fourteen 1lluatratlons,
Ing the dllterent positions requisite to
corue a good speaker, reader and elocutlori
A.lso containing gems from all the popij
authors of prose and poetry.
No. 32. HOW TO RIDE A BICYCL
Containing Instructions for beginners, chl
of a machine, hints on training, etc.
complete book. Full of practical Illus!
tlons.
No, 85. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A cl
plete and useful little book, con talning
rules and regulations ot bllllards, bagatE
backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
No. 86. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUI
-Containing all the lea:dlng conundrum
the day, amusing riddles, curious cat
and witty sayings.
No. 88. HOW TO BECOME YOUR Ol
DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, contalI\
useful and practical Information In the trl
ment of ordinary diseases and aliments c!
mon to every famlly. Abounding ' In usl
and ell'ectlve recipes tor general complal
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, P01
TRY, PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A usl
und instructive book. Handsomely lllusq
ed.
No. 4,0, · HOW TO MAKE AND ~
TBAPS.-Including lllnts on how to c~
moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels
hlrds. A.lso how to cure skins. Copio
lllustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK Ej
JllEN'S JOKE BOOK.-Contalnlng a gl
variety of the latest jokes used by the D1
famous end men. No amateur minstrels
complete without this wonderful llttle bo
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YO
STUJ\IP SPEAKER.-Containing a varied
sortment of stump speeches, Negro, Du,
and Irish. A.lso end men's Jokes. Just
thing for home amusement and amatl
shows.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICU
-Containing the grandest assortment
magical illusions ever placed before 1
public. Also tricks with cuds, incantatlo
etc.
No, «. HOW TO WRITE IN AN A
BUlll.-A grand collection of Album Yer
suitable tor any time and occasion, embr:
Ing Lines ot Love, A.ltectlon, Sentiment, ll
m0r, Respect, and Condolence, also Verl
Suitable for Valentines and Weddings.
No. (Ii. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK 1lll
STREL GUIDE A.ND JOKE BOOK.--8-0n
thing new and very instructive. Every b
should olttain this book, as It contains !
instructions tor organizing an amateur m l
strel trou Pe.
or 3 for 2:1c., in money or postage stam ns.
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